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Introduction of
Competency Based Training
and Assessment for Heavy Vehicle
Driver Licensing

by
Brad Markham
Manager, Driver Training & Testing
RTA NSW - DRIVER TRAINING & TESTING BRANCH

INTRODUCTION
On 1 March 1994 the Minister o f Transport, Bruce Baird, announced that a compulsory
competency based training and assessment (CBT & A) will be introduced as the means by
which truck and bus drivers will learn to drive and be assessed as competent to be issued with
a heavy vehicle licence. The system will apply to all NSW heavy vehicle licence classes,
from 1B through to SC.
Development and implementation o f the system will take several months and the program is
expected to commence operation in late 1994.
THE OBJECTIVES
The intent is to introduce a CBT & A system o f heavy vehicle driver licensing which, in the
long term, will:
• ensure that training, relevant experience and comprehensive assessment are prerequisites
for obtaining a heavy vehicle driver's licence.
• improve the standard o f driver competence required for a heavy vehicle driver's licence
• reduce the frequency and severity o f crashes involving heavy vehicle drivers
• improve the efficiency and assist in minimising the environmental impact o f road transport
operations
• maximise industry involvement in the delivery o f driver training and licence competency
assessment for heavy vehicle drivers.
• ensure community accessibility to the system, at an acceptable cost.
• be free o f fraudulent activity
CURRENT SITUATION
Heavy Vehicle Safety
Professional heavy vehicle drivers can drive up to 200,000 km per year and encounter all
types o f traffic situations, load configurations and adverse conditions. Articulated trucks are
four times more likely to be involved in an accident resulting in a fatality than are cars.
These factors affirm that the competency o f heavy vehicle drivers is a major road safety issue.
In addition, the road freight industry is concerned with the cost and disruption o f service
provision due to minor accidents resulting in vehicle and property damage which could be
reduced by improved driver competence.
The Heavy Vehicle Driving Test Procedure
Currently the RTA administers a 50 minute driving test in an unladen vehicle through
suburban streets to assess a potential heavy vehicle driver's competence.
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There are many obvious inadequacies in the current test. For example, the test required to
obtain a 4B bus licence, which allows the driver to drive interstate coaches, in the majority of
cases does not expose the driver to highway driving. Largely for logistic reasons it is
impossible for the RTA to test a 5B (articulated truck) licence applicant's ability to perform
coupling and uncoupling procedures. A heavy vehicle licence applicant is not tested on a
loaded vehicle, on night driving, or even on how to conduct a pre-drive safety check. At
some test locations it is not even practicable to conduct a reverse park.
Clearly, it is not possible to comprehensively assess a heavy vehicle driving licence
applicant's ability within the limits o f time and local on-road conditions available for an RTA
driving test.
Credibility o f the Current Driving Test
It is understandable that the current test for a heavy vehicle licence has little credibility with
the road freight and bus industries. An appropriate licence is a necessary condition of
employment but is not widely accepted within the industry as a certificate o f driving
competence.
Due to the value o f their vehicles, their loads, and the operation's reputation, the majority of
road freight and bus operators insist on conducting their own assessments before hiring a
driver. The major freight and bus companies employ driver trainers to conduct these
assessments and the remedial training required for most licensed heavy vehicle drivers.
COMPETENCY BASED TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT
Traditional vocational training, which requires a highly structured training program and
formal testing, is being replaced with competency based training and assessment (CBT & A).
Competency based qualifications are based on a concept o f people being recognised for their
skills and competencies because they have actually demonstrated them, rather than on
recognition o f training courses they have attended, or the tests they may have passed. Ideally,
a CBT & A system allows self-paced learning with the assessment process being an integral
component o f the learning process. The emphasis is on attaining competence rather than
merely conforming to specified processes to obtain certification.
Integral to CBT is the concept o f recognition o f prior learning (RPL). The idea is that a
person who already has some skills or competencies should have them recognised and further
learning moves from that point.
Learning to drive is ideally suited to both CBT & A and the recognition o f prior learning.
In addition a CBT & A system for driver licensing offers a number o f significant advantages:
• greater convenience (CBT & A is provided at the applicant's own time and pace).
• progress is readily monitored by the applicant (the pace at which specific competency
stages are signed o f f indicates progress)
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• the cost and inconvenience o f a driving test (or tests) is avoided.
• licence applicants undertake a driver training program that includes comprehensive
assessment throughout the program and therefore they will be exposed to, and assessed on,
a far wider range o f driving experiences before licence issue.
• under CBT & A the applicant is not confirmed as competent in any particular aspect of
driving until complete competency is clearly demonstrated to the assessor. Thus a higher
and more reliably assured standard o f driving is achievable.
THE LOG B O O K SYSTEM
CBT & A will be delivered by authorised licensed heavy vehicle driving instructors and
progress recorded in a log book.
The system would operate in the following way. Driving instructors will be required to
demonstrate their ability to manage, administer and deliver the system prior to being
authorised through a management agreement with the RTA. Once authorised, instructors will
teach licence applicants the skills needed to satisfy the competency standards and attainment
o f the requisite standards will be progressively signed off in the licence applicants log book.
As the log book will be issued to licence applicants they will be free to seek instruction from
the authorised instructor o f their choice.
Once the licence applicant reaches the requisite standard o f competence the instructor will
issue a certificate o f competency. On presenting this, their log book and proof o f identity at a
motor registry the licence applicant will be issued with the appropriate licence.
The CBT & A log book system, with an authorised instructor, will be the only path to
obtaining a heavy vehicle licence. However, for logistical reasons, in some remote country
locations it may be necessary for the Authority to retain a heavy vehicle testing role. It is
proposed, due to the limited scope o f such a driving test, that only restricted journey licences
would be issued as a result o f a remote location test.
The remote location test will be based on the Driving Ability Road Test (DART) for cars,
which has been modified to suit heavy vehicles. The DART style o f testing is a significant
improvement on the existing heavy vehicle test.
COST T O THE APPLICANT
The time taken and instruction fees, and therefore the cost to the applicant o f being trained
and assessed to obtain a heavy vehicle licence under the CBT & A log book system, will not
be significantly different from the current costs o f reputable heavy vehicle driving instruction.
CBT & A progresses at the applicant's own learning pace and actual costs will vary
considerably between individuals. All applicants will avoid the current costs associated with
a driving test:- the test fee, the cost o f engaging the driving instructor and vehicle for the test,
and the travel and inconvenience o f attending for a test or tests.
Although the current driving test fee will no longer be collected (except in a remote location),
it is intended to charge a fee, probably incorporated in the cost o f a log book, to fund the
ongoing management and auditing o f the CBT & A system.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE AND CORRUPTION PREVENTION
Given the past existence o f corruption it is crucial that the introduction o f a CBT & A system
o f driver training and assessment be accompanied by a rigorous system o f monitoring and
auditing. Preliminary discussions have been held with the ICAC. The concepts for
development o f a fraud prevention and detection audit system have been agreed. The audit
system will also encompass the critical role o f ensuring that the CBT & A system is delivered
fairly, consistently and to the defined standards.
Whilst one objective o f introducing CBT & A is to maximise industry involvement in
ensuring heavy vehicle driver competence, the authority is not relinquishing any o f its
accountabilities in the driver licensing process. The Authority will manage all aspects o f the
CBT & A system. Auditing o f quality and system integrity will be a critical management
strategy, but not the only one, in the Authority's discharge o f its driver licensing
responsibilities.
IMPLEMENTATION
The Minister's announcement was a statement o f intent, not a statement announcing
implementation o f a locked-in system. Because industry support and co-operation is essential
to the development and implementation o f the system the announcement was timed to occur
at the commencement rather than at completion o f systems development. There are a number
o f major steps to be taken in the development process.
Consultation
The CBT & A system will be delivered by the road freight, bus and coach, and driving
instruction industries in association with the Roads and Traffic Authority. The first step will
be to consult with these industries on the content, expected outcomes and proposed operation
o f the system.
During development the Authority will draw on internal expertise n road safety, system
development, and on those responsible for customer service and regional management.
Expertise in competency based training and assessment systems and in auditing procedures
will also be called upon.
Training and Assessment System Development
The actual content o f the system (what must a driver learn; how will this be assessed?) has to
be developed. Where possible the content should match and draw on industry and national
standards. The system will need to be trialed.
Industry expertise will be drawn upon throughout the developments process.
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Operational Development
Procedures for recording progress, licence issue and auditing, and formats for the log book,
management agreement, etc. need development. Again these must work effectively for the
applicant and the training provider, and not just for the RTA.
By the implementation date, sufficient authorised driving instructors must be available to
meet the expected demand. These instructors will have been trained in assessment techniques
and contracted with the Authority through the management agreement. The auditing system
will also need to be resourced and operational. The extent o f remote areas and the testing
procedures must have been determined and trained testing officers available.
Implementation requires continuing communication, input o f expertise, interaction, and cooperation with those stakeholders outside and within the Authority who are involved in the
delivery and outcome o f the program. Additionally the community will need to be made
aware o f the changed procedures and advised on how to access the new system.
Evaluation
Evaluation o f the program will commence immediately on implementation. This will be to
ensure that early corrective action can be taken to resolve any difficulties which may arise.
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Queuing Theory in Motor Registries

by
Sujit Dattaray
Acting Manager, Service Planning & Development
RTA NSW - SERVICE PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
BRANCH

David Sier
Research Scientist, Operations Research
CSIRO

Possible input and report screens for the queue optimiser
The following notes describe the initial design o f the input/output facilities for the queue
optimiser. A s stated above, these notes are intended to be a starting point f o r consideration
o f what should (and should not) be included in the program.

Basic data for the program
The program uses a file containing information about the different transactions in the
registry. This file is in standard text format, so it can be changed using any common
wordprocessor o r editor. The table below shows the format o f the file. The 'Customers'
column shows the number o f people for each transaction in the specified period (in this case
40 hours but it could he any suitable time interval). The 'Service Time' column shows the
average time needed for the transaction and the 'Std Deviation' column shows the standard
deviation, which is a measure o f the variability in the service times.
Period: 40 hours
Std Deviation

Transaction

Customers

Service Time

111

365

6.69

0.45

112

1867

2.62

0.27

113

39

8.62

2.57

114

12

7.98

1.67

118

84

4.00

0.57

211

167

8.13

1.24

212

608

5.07

0.46

218

279

5.26

0.54

311

280

4.09

0.59

313

474

3.14

0.47

411

65

8.34

2.41

Table 1 Data file format
We calculated the values in the last two columns using a series o f measurements of
transaction service times. These calculations can be carried out easily, you simply enter the
service time readings for each transaction into a spreadsheet such as Excel or Lotus 123,
select them, and then apply the built in functions for Average and Standard Deviation. The
important point is that you need to have a reasonable number o f readings to calculate
reasonable averages for the transaction times.
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In normal operation the user would not have access to this data file from the program, it
would simply read the values and then use them for the calculations.
An important point is: Who would have the authority to determine what transactions should
be included in this file, and to update it when necessary?

The first input screen
When the user starts the program and selects the Queues option, the option screen shown
in Figure 1 appears. This screen gives the user the option o f determining the registry
performance for a fixed layout or to calculate the optimal layout for a given combination of
CS0s, transactions and transaction groups.

&
File

Queues

•
4111•111k

SELECT OPTION

0

Optimal Layout

Figure 1 Calculation Options Screen

If the user selects the Fixed Layout option and then clicks the Enter Data button, the screen
shown in Figure 2 appears.
This screen allows the user to set up a given registry layout and calculate the average
performance o f the layout.
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The specific layout input screen
Figure 2 shows how the user enters the layout details. The user does not have to use all the
transactions contained in the data file discussed above. Only those transactions for a given
layout need to be entered. The program extracts the data for the selected transactions from
the full list.

7.E.E7
File

Queues

SELECT
0

Fixed

0

Optimak

,
CALCULATIONS COMPLETED
Transaction
Group

it=2=2==i59916r§
2

3

Number of Staff

4

3

3

Transactions in
this Group

112

118

111

113

211

218

114

212

311

411

3-13

memerse

Figure 2 Input Screen for Fixed Registry Layout
Figure 2 shows a layout with three transaction groups. The first group has 4 CSOs serving
transactions 112, 113, 114 and 411. The second group has 3 CSOs serving transactions
118, 211 and 212. The third group has 3 CSOs serving the remaining four transactions.
If you want to put more than ten transactions in a group you simply start another column
with the same Transaction Group label. The program uses the label in the first row to
identify the group and then includes the CSOs and transactions accordingly. For example,
if the Transaction Group label in column 2 was changed to '1', then the program would read
the layout as consisting o f two groups, with 7 CSOs serving transactions 112, 113, 114,
411, 118,211 and 212 in the first group.
A t present you must enter numbers in the Transaction Group row. The program uses these
numbers to set up the groups. Later it may be appropriate to change this so that the user
can enter a more general group label.
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Once the layout is set up the user clicks the calculate button. Various checks are carried out
on the data. As an example, the program will only accept transactions from the list in the
input transaction data file. If there is any invalid data, the user is given a prompt indicating
the source o f the problem and returned to the data entry screen to make corrections.
Once the calculations are completed (this status is shown in Figure 2), the user clicks the
O K button to exit to the main screen.

The result screen
The program immediately shows the results for the selected layout on the main screen. The
results for the layout in Figure 2 are shown in Figure 3. In the diagram we have scrolled
down to show the results for the last two groups and for the overall performance in the
registry.

File

Queues
Average time waiting in the queue
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

1.3U minutes
2.45
6.86 minutes

Group 3
Number of Staff 3
Staff Workload
90.9%
Transactions : 111 218 311 313
Number of customers in the queue
Average time waiting in the queue
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

4.57
7.85 minutes
7.30
12.53 minutes

Single Queue Registry Performance
Total Staff 10
Staff Workload
71.6%
Transactions : 112 113 114 411
313
Number of customers In the queue
Average time waiting in the queue
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

0.38
0.21 minutes
7.54
4.27 minutes

Overall Registry Performance
Total Staff 10
Staff Workload
71.6%
Number of customers In the queues
Average time waiting in the queues
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

5.33
3.02 minutes
12.49
7.07 minutes

118

211

212

111

218

311

Figure 3 Queue calculation results
The program gives the performance results for each Transaction Group and The overall
registry performance for this layout. It also shows the result that would be obtained if the
registry was set up using a single queue. The single queue performance represents the 'best'
performance that could be expected, assuming all staff can handle all transactions, that all
customers can be dealt with at any workstation and so on. It is given as a reference check
Paper 3, Page 4
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for the performance o f the selected layout.
The full results are shown below.

Group 1
Number of Staff 4
Staff Workload 61.1%
Transactions:
112 113 114 411
Number of customers in the queue
Average time waiting in the queue
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

0.30
0.36 minutes
2.74
3.32 minutes

Group 2
Number of Staff 3
Staff Workload 66.3%
Transactions:
118 211 212
Number of customers in the queue
Average time waiting in the queue
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

0.46
1.30 minutes
2.45
6.86 minutes

Group 3
Number of Staff 3
Staff Workload 90.9%
Transactions:
111 218 311 313
Number of customers in the queue
Average time waiting in the queue
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

4.57
7.85 minutes
7.30
12.53 minutes

Single Queue Registry Performance
Total Staff 10
Staff Workload 71.6%
Transactions:
112 113 114 411
313
Number of customers in the queue
Average time waiting in the queue
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry
Overall Registry Performance
Total Staff 10
Staff Workload 71.6%
Number of customers in the queues
Average time waiting in the queues
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

118 211

212 111 218 311

0.38
0.21 minutes
7.54
4.27 minutes

5.33
3.02 minutes
12.49
7.07 minutes

Staff Workload gives a measure o f the percentage o f time the CSOs in the group spend
directly serving customers. This does not include any work that needs to be done between
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serving customers
We will discuss this measure more fully at a later stage. However, the value o f 90.9% for
the staff in Group 3 is excessive, staff could not be expected to work at this level. W e also
note that for this layout the staff in Group3 are required to work much harder than the staff
in Group 2.
The program can be set up to present the results in a format that is required for reports by
the registry managers. This format needs to be decided by the relevant RTA managers.
Later versions o f the program will include options to save particular layouts, and to save and
print the required reports.

The optimal layout input screen
If the user selects the Optimal Layout option shown in Figure 1 and then clicks the Enter
Data button, the screen shown in Figure 4 appears.

cf, 011401i7.14W.40.101.0
File

Queues

.

U U
SELECT C'
0

Fixed LI

0

Optima

k,41
Optimising : 1 7 4 9 0
Number of Staff

10

Tramactions

111

OPTIMISATION COMPLETE

Queue Layouts Tried

3

Number of Groups
112

113

114

118

211

212

218

311

313

411

1

Figure 4 Input Screen for optimising a Registry Layout

1ta=tmE5

At present, the user needs to enter the total number o f staff, the number o f groups and the
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required transactions whenever this screen appears. As for the Fixed Layout screen, later
versions will include options to save and recall particular initial configurations. It may also
be useful to provide the capability to automatically transfer the data from a current Fixed
Layout screen into this screen.
Once the user has entered the data and pressed the Optimise button, the program starts the
optimisation calculations and a progress status line appears. Figure 4 shows this status line
at the end o f the optimisation process for the registry details shown. In this case the program
evaluated around 17,500 different valid configurations. Actually, there were probably many
more configurations tested. The optimiser may generate configurations in which there are
not enough staff to serve the customers arriving at the queue. In these cases the optimiser
immediately rejects the configuration and tries another. Only valid configurations are shown
in the progress count.

20

18

16
-

12

10
'

6

Minimising Total
Queue Length

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

Standard Deviation of Traffic Intensity
(Variation in Staff Workload)
Queue Structure: 10 Staff
11 Transactions
3 Queues
The graph shows 6,000 different staff/transaction arrangements

Figure 5 Queue Length vs Variation in Staff Workload
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The program is currently designed to minimise the variation in the workload o f the staff
serving the different queues. We will discuss this in more detail at a later stage. Reference
to Figure 5 indicates that for a marginal decrease in queue performance (typically, an
increase from around 1.5 to 2 people waiting in the all the queues) we can obtain a much
fairer distribution o f work among the staff.
Once the optimisation is complete (this takes about 30 to 40 seconds on a 486 PC) the user
clicks the OK button and the results are displayed on the main screen. We show the results
from the optimisation in Figure 6. They can be compared with those for the test layout of
Figures 2 and 3.
)1tiNIIIONfry 0,qtioNitailMttlA
File

Queues
Average time waiting in the queue
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

U.bb minutes
4.25
4.22 minutes

Group 3
Number of Staff
2
71.2%
Staff Workload
Transactions : 118 212
Number of customers in the queue
Average time waiting in the queue
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

0.74
2.58 minutes
2.17
7.52 minutes

Single Queue Registry Performance
Total Staff 10
Staff Workload
71.6%
Transactions : 111 311 313 114
212
Number of customers in the queue
Average time waiting in the queue
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

0.38
0.21 minutes
7.54
4.27 minutes

Overall Registry Performance
Total Staff 10
Staff Workload
71.6%
Number of customers in the queues
Average time waiting in the queues
Number of customers in the registry
Average time in the registry

2.16
1.22 minutes
9.32
5.20 minutes

112

211

113

218

411

118

,4jaktlitg:
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Surveys of Unauthorised Driving

by
Don Carseldine
Manager, Licensing Policy Development
RTA NSW - DRIVER LICENSING BRANCH

,

W H Y DO W E HAVE A LICENSING SYSTEM?
Before discussing the extent o f driving without a correct licence in New South Wales, it is
useful to reflect briefly on why we have a licensing system. We need to consider whether it
really matters whether some proportion o f drivers choose to drive without a correct licence.
The N S W driver licensing system has been established primarily to encourage safe and
efficient use o f the roads by drivers. It provides a structure o f standards for entrance and
continued tenure, and a system o f penalties and rewards.
An important feature o f the licensing system is that persons' identities are established so that
This allows persons with
accurate records can be kept o f their driving histories.
unsatisfactory driving records and those who have failed to meet other obligations as roads
users (e.g. they have failed to pay fees or fines) to be identified. They can then be subjected
to a range o f penalties which include revoking their authorisation to use the roads as drivers.
It also allows the RTA to reward drivers with good driving records through the recognition
and reduced licensing costs associated with the 'Gold' licences. In short, the licensing system
makes drivers accountable for their use o f the roads.
Evidence from research and enforcement activity confirms that many persons drive although
they are not authorised by the RTA to do so. That is, they do not hold a licence or they are
not authorised for the type o f vehicle they are driving. To the extent that persons drive
without the correct authorisation, the RTA's road safety and traffic movement efficiency
goals are undermined.
Many recent initiatives potentially have the unintended side-effect o f encouraging
unauthorised driving. They include the Fine Default Scheme, the Demerit Points Scheme,
automatic licence cancellation or suspension for certain offences, the effects o f automated
enforcement (camera detection o f offences), more stringent road laws, tougher conditions on
some disqualified drivers before they can regain their licences, more rigorous RTA tests for
novices, and more costly licensing (especially for motorcyclists) coupled with the harsh
economic conditions o f recent years.

WHAT IS 'UNAUTHORISED' DRIVING?
Unauthorised driving falls into the following categories:
• Cancelled
- Not-eligible for reissue
- Eligible for reissue
• Disqualified
- Not eligible for reissue
- Eligible for reissue
• Suspended
• Refused
• Wrong class
Technology Transfer Workshop
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• Expired
• Never licensed
• Use a licence from another jurisdiction more than
3 months after becoming resident in NSW
• Unsupervised learner

HOW CAN W E MEASURE THE EXTENT OF UNAUTHORISED DRIVING?
We want to know what proportion o f drivers on NSW roads at any one time are unauthorised
and precisely how they are unauthorised. There are several broad possibilities as to how we
can measure unauthorised driving. We could:
• Ask a large number o f drivers, using a questionnaire survey
Clearly, the honesty o f responses would be doubtful, so we do not use this approach to
investigate the proportion o f drivers who are unlicensed.
• Analyse crash data to determine the proportion o f unauthorised drivers involved in
crashes
This approach shows more promise. However, there is a major problem; we do not know
whether unauthorised drivers are under-represented, proportionately represented or overrepresented in crashes. Logically, we would expect them to be over-represented in crashes
but we do not have hard evidence o f this. Thus the crash data alone do not tell us all that we
want to know about the extent o f unauthorised driving.
• Roadside surveys o f the licence status o f drivers
We could stop large numbers o f drivers on a random basis and ascertain their licence status.
If we make sure that the cross-section o f drivers we stop and sample are representative o f all
drivers on the roads, we will get a good estimate o f the general level o f unauthorised driving.
• We could use the results o f both roadside surveys and crash data to develop an
estimate.
This combination is the approach we have been using to estimate the level o f unauthorised
driving in NSW.
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METHODOLOGY
The method used for the two roadside licence status surveys conducted to date is as follows:
• We arranged with the traffic Police responsible for a large area o f Sydney to use a
modified version o f the form they use to record their Random Breath Testing (RBT)
activities (a little more information about the drivers was collected than usual to assist
with positively identifying their driving records).
• Drivers were stopped as usual for RBT. That is, they were stopped regardless o f driver
characteristics and behaviour, and vehicle characteristics. Testing was conducted on all
types o f roads within a survey area and at all times o f day and night.
• The Police checked the drivers' photo-licences. (The Traffic Act specifically allows
this in conjunction with RBT).
• They took down drivers' details on the special RBT form (see Attachment 1)
• I f a driver did not produce a photo-licence, they were asked for identification and a
radio-check was made to confirm their licence status. This information was recorded
on the form.
• The Police provided the RTA with data on several thousand drivers, collected as
described above, over a period o f several weeks.
• The Police data were checked against DRIVES to positively establish the drivers'
licence status at the time that they were stopped.
• All the data were entered into a desktop computer database for analysis.

RESULTS
The attached tree chart (Attachment 2) shows the broad outcome o f the first such survey,
conducted in 1991. The rate o f unauthorised driving in the survey area was 2.4% o f the
whole sample (including the unknowns). This was divided between cancelled (0.8%),
disqualified (0.1%), expired (1.1%), never licensed (0.2%) and wrong class (0.1%).
In addition to the overall proportions o f various licence status shown in the tree chart, the
data were analysed in a number o f other ways. For example, unauthorised driving was
analysed by:
• Vehicle type
• Drivers' ages
• Time o f day & day o f week
• Place o f residence (Local vs not local; NSW vs interstate)
• Licence produced when requested by the Police or not
Crash data were also analysed. Involvement o f unauthorised drivers in crashes was obtained
for drivers resident in the survey area and drivers from elsewhere in NSW, and for the State
as a whole. The crash data show that the involvement o f unauthorised drivers in serious
casualty crashes for the specific geographic area was lower than for the State as a whole; only
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1.7% o f drivers and riders involved in a serious casualty crash in the previous year were
found to be unauthorised. This compares with the figure o f 4.9% for the State as a whole.
These crash data suggest that unauthorised driving is probably lower for the survey area than
for the State as a whole. The actual figure for the State is likely, therefore, to be higher than
the 2.4% found in the survey area.

DOES IT MATTER IF DRIVERS ARE UNAUTHORISED?
• Undermines the achievement o f the objectives o f the licensing system
• It undermines the objective o f making drivers accountable for their on-road behaviour
• In particular, it poses potential threat to road safety through an over-involvement in
crashes

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?
I f we can get a grasp on the size and nature o f the problem we can increase our ability to
develop cost-effective countermeasures. The RTA and the Police Service both have a role to
play. The Police Service has the main responsibility for enforcing the law that requires
drivers to be licensed (the RTA has a role in this area too, but only in relation to heavy
vehicle drivers). Clearly, it is highly desirable for the RTA and the Police Service to
coordinate their activities in the area o f unauthorised driving. Part o f the RTA's strategy to
achieve its target for unlicensed driving must be to actively pursue this coordination.
Although much o f the solution is likely to lie in the area o f enforcement activity, and
therefore be primarily the responsibility o f the Police Service, there are various strategies the
RTA can adopt to counter unauthorised driving too.

WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT IT?
The RTA has a 'Strategy to Counter Unauthorised Driving'. The objective is to ensure that
all drivers and riders o f motor vehicles on public roads are correctly licensed.
The strategies to achieve this objective are to:
• Use a 'general deterrence' approach to discourage unauthorised driving; i.e. use a
combination o f stiff penalties, visible enforcement, and publicity o f the penalties and
enforcement to increase the perceived risk o f being caught and the perceived severity of
the consequences o f being caught
• Increase drivers' awareness o f the licensing requirements
• Reduce the prevalence o f drivers whose licences have been revoked continuing to hold
their photo-licences
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• Cooperate with the Police Service to encourage efficient enforcement o f driver
licensing laws (e.g. through research into unauthorised driving, leading to refinements
in enforcement strategy)
• Conduct research into unauthorised driving to serve as a basis for developing new
countermeasures and refining existing countermeasures
• Develop valid, reliable and cost-effective measures o f unauthorised driving

CONCLUSION —
Where we are heading with the measurement o f unauthorised driving?
We intend to conduct several more o f these licence status roadside surveys with the object of
assessing the validity o f rate-of-involvement-in-crashes as a measure o f unauthorised driving.
I f this measure can be validated, monitoring o f unauthorised driving will be relatively simply,
quickly and cost-effectively achieved in future.
We intend to continue to implement and review the Strategy to Counter Unauthorised
Driving.
This approach has been used by the RTA and others to research a different question about
unauthorised driving. That is, it can be used with drivers who had been previously been
cancelled, disqualified or suspended or drivers who had previously caught for unauthorised
driving. The method employed to get reasonably honest responses is to ask the drivers return
their questionnaires anonymously so that they can be confident that the RTA and the Police
cannot trace the person giving the answers.
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New South Wales Police Service

ATTACHMENT 1

Random Breath Testing Record
Station

Highway Patrol/General Duties
Police

Division Worked
CAR/BUS

(New Form To Be Used For Each Location)

Call Sign

Date:

Location:

Starting Time:

Suburb:

Vehicle Type
Tick One
Vehicle No. Car NT HT LT Bus
Cycle >4.5 5 4.5 Coach

Drivers Particulars
Name
Date of
Birth
Underline Surname

D/MN

Licence NOT
All
Licence
Present
Present
Sex Licence State/ Licence Licence RBT
Number o'seas Number Status Resul
Key 4- Key
)00000(
WF
)0000XX NSW

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

_

15
L - Licensed I C - Cancelled I D - Disqualified I E - Expired I W - Wrong Class I N - Never Licensed
N - Nil I S - Special I L - Low I M - Medium I H -

Finishing time:
I certify the drivers of the abovementioned vehicles were stopped to undergo a Random Breath Test.
Senior Officer of R.B.T. Location

ATTACHMENT 2

RESULTS: SURVEY O F U N A U T H O R I S E D DRIVING
Licensed
(4050)
93.1%
Cancelled
(33)
0.8%
Disqualified
(6)
0.1%

Unauthorised
(104)
2.4%
A l l drivers
checked
(4352)

Suspended
(1)
0.0%

P

Expired
(49)

Unlicensed
(64)
1.5%

N e v e r lic'd
(9)
0.2%
W r o n g class
(6)
0.1%

Unknown
(198)
4.5%

N o match
(168)
3.9%

ISTS£S32375======Zi

C a n ' t read
(30)
0.7%
RTA

DRIVER LICENSING BRANCH, R & L DIRECTORATE

Lic not pres't
(19)
0.4%
Lic present
(149)
3.4%
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National Road Transport
Commission Activities
by
Bob Pearson
Director, Technical Standards
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NATIONAL ROAD TRANSPORT COMMISSION ACTIVITIES
N o t e s o f a d d r e s s by
B o b Pearson
Director T e c h n i c a l Standards, National Road Transport Commission
1

Formation, r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s a n d functions

The Special Premiers Conference in July 1991 approved a "Heavy Vehicles Agreement" which
established a national heavy vehicle registration, regulation and charging scheme. The focal
point for the new scheme was the establishment o f a National Road Transport Commission to
develop regulations for heavy vehicles on a nationally uniform basis and to develop a heavy
vehicle charging regime. Vehicles to be covered by the national scheme were those which have
a manufacturer's rated gross vehicle mass o f more than 4.5 tonnes.
The Commission's responsibilities were extended in May 1992 when the 'Light Vehicles
Agreement" was signed. This agreement extended the responsibilities of the Commission in
some areas to include all vehicles. Charges for light vehicles were not included and there were
some limitation on aspects of light vehicle regulation.
The responsibilities and functions of the NRTC now include:
•
•
•

development o f policy for uniform or consistent road transport legislation, comprising
technical, economic and legal policy;
implementation of policy through uniform or consistent law, comprising legislation,
administrative guidelines and charging principles; and
implementation o f uniform or consistent law, through provision of information on the law and
monitoring of operations of the law and making recommendations for change.

The Commission is funded by the Commonwealth, State and Territory Governments and has
formal links with, and responsibilities to, these governments and their road transport
organisations.
2

Outcomes

The two agreements provide the overall framework for the activities of the NRTC. Central to the
agreements was a statement of the principles as follows:
"The principles endorsed by the parties to this agreement are that there should be
improvements in both road safety and transport efficiency and reductions in the costs of
administration o f road transport."
3

Method o f operation

The Commission is headed by three part-time Commissioners whose major responsibility is to set
policy within the confines of the national Road Transport Commission Act. They are supported
by a team of about 25 staff located in Melbourne.
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The Commission reports to a Ministerial Council for Road Transport consisting of one Minister
from each of the States, both Territories and the Commonwealth. The Commission makes
If the
recommendations which the Ministerial Council has the power to disapprove.
recommendations are in the form of legislation and are not disapproved, the Commonwealth
takes steps to make this legislation in the Australian Capital Territory. States have agreed to
enact complementary legislation to automatically adopt this body of Federal law.
4.

Legislative programme

The legislative programme of the Commission is divided into six modules. A summary of these
modules is given below.
Module

Legislation name

Position

Charges

Road Transport Charges (A.C.T) Act 1993
Road Transport Charges (A.C.T)
Regulations 1993
Road Transport Reform (Vehicles and
Traffic) Act
Road Transport Reform (Heavy Vehicle
Standards) Regulations which includes an
amendment approved October 1994 to
include heavy vehicle roadworthiness
Road Transport Reform (Mass and
Loading) Regulations
Road Transport Reform (Bus Driving
Hours) Regulations
Road Transport Reform (Oversize and
Overmass Vehicles) Regulations
Road Transport Reform (Restricted
Access Vehicles) Regulations
An amendment to the Heavy Vehicle
Standards to incorporate Light Vehicle
Standards, resulting in the Road Transport
Reform (Vehicle Standards) Regulations
Road Transport Reform (Traffic)
Regulations
Road Transport Reform (Dangerous
Goods) Act
Road Transport Reform (Dangerous
Goods) Regulations
Road Transport Reform (Registration) Bill

Approved December 1992
Approved December 1993

Vehicle Operations

Dangerous Goods

Vehicle
Registration
Driver Licensing
Compliance and
Enforcement
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Road Transport Reform (Driver Licensing)
Bill
This module will cover the compliance
aspects of the other modules
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Approved July 1993
Approved November 1993

Approved December 1993
Awaiting approval (vote
closes 11 November 1994)
In preparation
In preparation
In preparation

In preparation
Approved
In preparation
In preparation
In preparation
In preparation
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5.

P r o g r e s s w i t h implementation

The recent Ministerial Council meeting agreed to implement a package of reforms for heavy
vehicles from July 1 1995. The package is designed to provide early reform benefits ahead of
the formal adoption by Governments of all elements of the National Road Transport Law. It also
recognises that the initial concept of sequential adoption by governments as the law is developed
is not a practical process. The major priority elements of the package are:
•
•
•

common mass and loading rules and arrangements;
one licence/one driver; and
the elimination o f interstate permits for general access vehicles with a loaded mass of greater
than 38 tonnes.

6. Main Studies
The Commission aims to establish its policies based on sound research and investigation.
this end, a number o f projects are underway. Significant projects are detailed below.

To

Mass Limits Review - to investigate and report on the feasibility and net benefits o f providing
mass limit increases for vehicles fitted with road-friendly suspension systems.
Dimension limits - to investigate changes to vehicles dimensions, particularly 25 metre B-doubles
and vehicle height limits.
Oversize/Overmass Vehicles Limits to review mass limits for Special Purpose Vehicles (such as
cranes) and low loaders.
Net benefits o f National Registration Schemes
Evaluation o f Net Benefits o f National Driver Licensing Scheme
Enforcement a n d Compliance, including alternative compliance
Charges - review charges methodology and charges in accordance with the Heavy Vehicles
Agreement
7. Other activities
The Commission has joint responsibility with the Federal Office of Road Safety to develop
Australian Design Rules (ADRs) and new procedures have been created for ADR development
and review.
Bus safety is an important issue and the Commission is heavily involved in preparation of a bus
safety package aimed to improve safety in existing buses and coaches. Other elements of safety
being investigated are reasons for non-wearing of seat belts by heavy vehicle drivers and
limitation o f fatigue in heavy vehicle drivers, including involvement in the Fatigue Management
Scheme being trialled by Queensland Department of Transport.
In conjunction with the Federal Office of Road Safety and the Queensland Department of
Transport, a "Load Restraint Guide" had been prepared to replace the older "Truck Loading
Code".
Road performance and monitoring is one of the Commission's responsibilities and an evaluation
is on-going for possible indicators for road construction, registration and licensing.
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Safe - T - Cam
by
Chris Murdoch
Manager, Business Systems Analysis
RTA NSW - R&L BUSINESS SYSTEMS BRANCH

,

Abstract
The Safe-T-Cam system is an innovative imaging system installed and in use in NSW a state
o f Australia. The system has been under development since 1992 and has now reached the
stage o f final product. The system is designed to read the number plates o f heavy vehicles at
highway speed. It currently performs at 90% accuracy.
The Roads and Traffic Authority o f NSW will use the Safe-T-Cam system to monitor the
speed and driving hours behaviour o f heavy vehicles and their operators. Safe-T-Cam is also
being integrated into Heavy Vehicle checking stations to automate some o f the business
functions carried out and to increase the effective capacity o f the stations without increasing
their physical size.
The system may also be used for a number o f other purposes such as road user charging, toll
violation, traffic management and incident detection.
P r o j e c t Concept
The aim o f the Safe-T-Cam project is to reduce heavy vehicle accidents where speed and
driver fatigue are contributory factors. Through access to DRIVES, the RTA's registration
and licensing database, the system will also be able to check the registration status o f sighted
vehicles.
The system keeps records o f vehicle sightings and can calculate the average speed o f a
vehicle between sightings. Depending on the elapsed time between sightings, the system can
also provide indicative, i f not conclusive, evidence that a driver has driven longer hours than
permitted.
This information will either be communicated to compliance staff who will then take
appropriate action or am infringement notice will be generated and mailed to the registered
owner in much the same way as a red-light camera infringement is now.
N e w business activities will be implemented in two phases viz;
1. warnings only
2. prosecutions
Initially, during phase 1 the system will only be used to warn drivers.
The four staff at the central site will administer a business system that confirms correct reads
o f number plates, records details o f speed zones and generates warning letters to registered
owners o f vehicles detected speeding. The process will be similar for unregistered vehicles
although the content o f the letter will be different.
Sightings data will be made available to heavy checking stations to allow verification o f log
book entries for the last twenty-four hours.
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Safe-T-Cam will also produce targeting information for use by field compliance staff An
important part o f this phase will be providing police and RTA staff with information about
major patterns in interstate truck movements. This will continue throughout all phases o f the
project.
In the second phase, which requires legislation and independent certification o f the system,
traffic infringement notices (TIN) for "exceed average speed" will be issued from the central
site. In keeping with the RTA's cooperative approach with industry, TINs may only be issued
to repeat offenders. In any case this process will be modelled on the police traffic camera
owner-onus legislation. These TINs can be appealed to a local court. The fines will be
collected in the usual way.
The images captured and used to verify entries in log books will also be able to be tendered as
evidence in court during the second phase.
H e a v y V e h i c l e I n s p e c t i o n S t a t i o n RE-DESIGN
Safe-T-Cam technology is also being exploited as a component technology in the re-design of
heavy vehicle checking stations such as Bell, Mt Boyce and Marulan.
Here the system will be used to identify vehicles by plate number well in advance o f the
stations. Automatic enquires can then be made to determine whether the target vehicle should
be brought in for inspection or allowed to pass.
Enquires will be made on the registration status, outstanding defects, over-mass and overdimension permits and whether the vehicle has been inspected recently. If, in the medium
term, a self regulation scheme was introduced then vehicles belonging to the scheme could
also be allowed to pass without an inspection.
It is expected that this work will flow on to other heavy vehicle checking stations in NSW
such as Mt White and Kankool, and Marulan.
P r o j e c t Streams
The Safe-T-Cam project has been run as two streams:
• the technical stream and
• the legislative and policy stream
The technical stream is responsible for the development o f the technology at both the central
site and the remote sites including the design o f the business system software that runs on the
central site.
The legislative and policy stream is responsible for the preparation o f the new legislation
required and for liaison with transport industry groups. The legislative and policy stream are
also preparing a marketing strategy to maximise the behaviour change delivered by the
introduction o f the system.
These two streams will now be discussed separately.
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T e c h n i c a l Stream
The remote site equipment operates by using a video camera to view the road scene. The
signal from the video camera is processed to track moving vehicles and to determine their
size.
I f a vehicle exceeds a certain configurable size threshold a second high resolution digital
camera is triggered along with a low powered infra-red flash.
This high resolution digital image is processed to locate and read the vehicle's number plate.
The number plate, location and time o f image capture are then transmitted to the central site
where the sighting information is added to a database o f sightings. Sightings are then
processed to match numberplates. This matching process yields a list o f sightings that pertain
to one vehicle and the travel time between camera sites can then be calculated.
S y s t e m Architecture

R e m o t e S i t e I n v e n t o r y o f R e m o t e C a m e r a S i t e Equipment
Each remote camera site consists o f the following items;

-

-

Elvis MKIII a VME based chassis running VX works
Underground housing for computer and power
Detection camera
Acquisition Camera
Flash Unit
Site Monitoring and Power Control
RISC based OCR
provision o f suitable structure (eg. bridge or gantry for mounting
Acquisition cameras.)

Detection

and

C e n t r a l Site
The Central Site located in Centennial Pla7a, Sydney will comprise the following items;

-

Central server
Primary data storage units
Image storage system
Customised application software and Database
Operator work stations
Central site router configured for up to 20 remote sites
1200 dpi laser printer
LAN communications cabling

P o l i c y Stream
The overall aim o f the Safe-T-Cam system is to reduce road trauma by changing the
behaviour o f the outlying 3% o f heavy vehicle drivers.
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For this to be achieved these drivers need to be
•
•
•
•

correctly informed about the system and its intended uses.
informed o f the desirable behaviours sought by regulators
informed o f the high likelihood o f detection o f undesirable behaviour
informed o f the consequences o f that behaviour

So the system design, legislative framework and the education campaign accompanying
introduction o f the system all need to be consistent and to reinforce the overall message the
system is designed to send to operators.
L e g i s l a t i v e S u p p o r t Requirements
Comments made here apply, to my knowledge, at least broadly, to those countries where the
legal system is derived from the common law o f the United Kingdom.
There are three main issues:
1.

Evidence

S a f e - T - C m could be independently certified and defined as a scientific instrument for the
purposes o f providing evidence in court. This approach has the potential to avoid years of
legal argument about the accuracy o f Safe-T-Cam.
Independent certification would not be necessary i f the draft Evidence bill, which is to be
introduced to parliament, is speedily enacted. Inter alia, this legislation specifies legal criteria
for the acceptance o f video evidence and its reproduction, and would encompass Safe-TCam's requirements for successful prosecution. The Evidence bill is being sponsored by the
Police for use in recording interviews and for supporting the use o f digital traffic camera
technology.
However it appears, at this stage, that Safe-T-Cam will be ready for operation before the
Evidence bill can be passed and that legislation specific to Safe-T-Cam will be necessary for
implementation.
2.

Introduce a new offence "Travel in Less than Statutory Trip Time"

The new offence would be an owner-onus offence against the driver, modelled on the Red
Light Camera owner-onus provisions.
This offence effectively allows for the State to establish a series o f timetables for heavy
vehicle and tourist coach journeys. The trip time would be based on speed zones but could be
modified by an expert panel where road conditions warranted.
The vehicle is not under surveillance by Safe-T-Cam for the whole journey. With two-up or
staged driving, the driver o f a vehicle may change, unbeknownst to Safe-T-Cam, and it
becomes impossible to say which driver, or whether both, might be responsible for a trip time
offence. That is, trip time offences cannot in practice be enforced against two-up or staged
drivers.
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Nevertheless, despite this defect, there should be still a net gain in vehicle safety. Two-up
and staged driving are work practices that tend to reduce the incidence and consequences at
large o f driver fatigue. Further, because o f the relatively greater expense o f staged or two-up
driving, it is unlikely that the majority, or even a significant minority, will adopt these
practices simply to avoid trip time or driving hours offences. It would be cheaper to comply
with the speed limit.
3.

Privacy Concerns

The Privacy Committee o f NSW has been briefed throughout the project and recently
received a presentation from the RTA. The committee is mostly concerned with placing
boundaries around the uses the system can be put to and the RTA has accepted that formal
legislative authority is necessary to make parliament's approval o f Safe-T-Cam's uses explicit.
P r o j e c t Status
The roll out o f twenty sites is proceeding according to schedule. The legislative support is on
schedule to be introduced after four months operation o f the system in warning mode. A
marketing campaign is being designed and will be executed over the four months o f the
introduction o f the system preparing heavy vehicle drivers for phase 2 operation.
O r d e r o f S i t e Installation
The installation o f remote camera sites is divided into 3 groups according to the volume of
trucks travelling on these highways. The order o f installation is aimed at returning benefits as
soon as possible. The sites with the largest volumes are covered first.
Category
A

Trucks
per day
6000

B

3000

2 lanes

7

C

2000

2 lanes

6

Config.
4 lanes

Nos. of
sites
7

Location o f sites
(Possible)
Albury, Gundagai,
Bargo, Goulburn,
Singleton, Tamworth,
Maitland

Installed
By
March '95

Port Macquarie,
Grafton, Lithgow,
Gosford, Dubbo,
Coonabarrabran,
Murwillumbah
Mildura, Tocumwal,
Narrandera, Marsden,
Tenterfield,
Goondiwindi

Sept '95

Dec '95

Group A sites will target these highways
Hume
N e w England
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Group B sites will target these highways

-

Pacific
Great Western
Oxley

Group C sites will target these highways
Newell
Bruxner
Conclusion

Safe-T-cam has been a successful project because o f a high level o f support won from a wide
variety o f interests. The institutional barriers which usually prevent anything other than pilot
or prototype IVHS projects from being implemented can be overcome but only i f that support
is won.
The road authorities need to be directing research and development on one hand and
managing the desires and expectations o f their customers, the travelling public on the other.
Indeed, the road authorities are in the best position to determine the value o f emerging IVHS
technology, to win support for its implementation and to manage its introduction into the
transport environment.
The strong involvement o f road authorities means that legislative and administrative
frameworks can be put in place, road users can take part and every body can reap the benefits
o f a safer road environment.
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Managing Driver Behaviour
in
Conditions of Congestion & Delay

by
Andrew Mehaffey
Project Manager
RTA NSW - TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY BRANCH

INTRODUCTION
From analyses o f currently available traffic data, it is clear that accidents and other traffic
incidents are a considerable cost to the community. The subsequent congestion and delay
result in lost productive time and increased fuel consumption. The scope o f this project is to
develop a congestion warning and driver management system which reduces the lost time
resulting from abnormal traffic congestion.
This project, which is also known as the Congestion Management Project, is being carried out
by the Oxford Street section o f the RTA's Traffic Technology Branch. It commenced in July
1993 and is expected to be completed in June 1996, at a cost o f approximately $640 000.
OBJECTIVES
This project aims to achieve five main objectives:
• Study driver decision making in situations o f congestion and delay;
• Develop a reliable incident detection system using real-time SCATS and ANTTS data;
• Implement 2-way VIS ANTTS in the project area;
• Develop an in-vehicle device to convey traffic information to drivers;
• and finally, using all o f the above, develop an in-vehicle driver information
and management system.
THE PROJECT AREA
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The three parallel routes being studied on Sydney's North Shore for this project are:
• Pacific Highway;
• Comenarra Parkway / Lady Game Drive / Fullers Road; and
• Burns Road / Eastern Arterial Road / Penshurst Street / Willoughby Road.
The driver information system will provide information about traffic conditions on all of
these routes. This will allow drivers to decide which route is best for their purposes.
The Project Stages
Historical Incident Data
During 1993 data was collected from the Sydney Traffic Control Centre and the RTA Radio
Room. This data detailed the extent and duration o f delay caused by reported traffic
incidents.
This data will assist in estimating the extent and duration o f delay caused by a given set of
conditions.
Driver Survey
5000 copies o f a survey were handed out to motorists in the target area during November
1993. The survey aimed to determine drivers behaviour in response to traffic incidents and
abnormal congestion, and to establish their preferences regarding in-vehicle warning devices.
The response was excellent - almost 2000 completed surveys were returned to our office.
They are now being analysed for a masters thesis by a student at Monash University. His
report will be included as an outcome o f this project.
Private Motorist Participation
One o f the key requirements for the success o f the project is the collection o f large quantities
o f ANTTS travel time data in the project area - both historical and in real time. This will
allow us to establish a reliable travel speed profile throughout the area being studied, and will
assist in the automatic detection o f traffic incidents.
To achieve this, we have obtained the help o f about 200 volunteer motorists who regularly
use the subject sections o f road during peak traffic hours. They will supplement the existing
ANTTS fleet which consists mainly o f taxis.
A small group o f these volunteers will have our in-vehicle warning device fitted to their
vehicles when the driver information system is operational.
Additional and Upgraded ANTTS Sites
As part o f this project, 16 new sites in the target area have been fitted with ANTTS
equipment. These sites were installed to obtain the required density o f 32 ANTTS sites in the
project area.
All o f the ANTTS sites in the project area will be upgraded to 2-way VIS capability. This
will enable 2-way data communication between the sites and vehicles equipped with VIS
tags, as well as providing ANTTS travel time data. This data communication capability will
be used by the driver information system to provide location specific traffic information to
the warning device installed in each trial vehicle.
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In-Vehicle Warning Device
An in-vehicle warning device is being developed which will provide drivers with location
specific traffic information. The device will receive coded information when the vehicle
drives through each VIS ANTTS site. This information will then be presented to the driver,
probably using a combination o f a LCD screen and voice synthesis.
After being initially trialed in an RTA vehicle, the device will be fitted to a number o f the
volunteer vehicles for evaluation.
Automatic Congestion / Incident Detection
An automatic congestion detection system using SCATS data has been developed and is
currently being trialed in the Sydney Traffic Control Centre to check its usefulness and
accuracy. It works by comparing historical SCATS data with real-time SCATS data.
Development o f an incident detection system using ANTTS data will commence when
sufficient ANTTS travel time data is available from the volunteer vehicles in the target area.
These automatic incident detection systems will be used as inputs into the driver information
system.
Driver Information System
A driver information system will be developed which does the following:
1. Receives traffic incident information from the automatic incident detection systems;
2. Determines which information is most relevant to drivers travelling through each VIS
ANTTS site;
3. Passes the coded information through the SCATS communications network to each VIS
ANTTS site;
4. Passes the coded information from each site to specially fitted vehicles using the VIS
ANTTS 2-way data communication capability; and
5. Presents the traffic incident information to the driver.
Modifications to SCATS software are required to allow the passing o f 2-way VIS ANTTS
data through the existing SCATS communications network.
FINAL DRIVER SURVEY
When the driver information system is operational, and volunteer vehicles have been fitted
with the in-vehicle warning device, a number o f surveys will be carried out to determine the
accuracy and usefulness o f the traffic information presented to the drivers. This survey data
will be used to refine the system.
CONCLUSION
When completed this project should provide a world leading driver information system. It
will provide totally up-to-date, location specific traffic information directly to drivers in
vehicles. These drivers will then be able to use the information to decide which route is best
for their purposes. This system should provide huge direct benefits to the general motoring
public o f Sydney.
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INTRODUCTION
Air quality in N S W is o f particular concern in the main urban conurbation o f NewcastleSydney-Wollongong. Ironically this concern has increased as air quality has improved. This
may be due to the increase in occurrences o f asthma, whereby it is erroneously assumed that
this also means an increase in outdoor air pollution. Links between asthma occurrences and
outdoor air pollution are unclear and the subject o f much debate. Studies however, suggest
that there is no correlation between outdoor air pollution in NSW and asthma.
Although Newcastle-Sydney-Wollongong does have air pollution problems, in comparison
with other major cities, these problems are minor. Over the past decade the air quality o f the
Newcastle-Sydney-Wollongong area has improved due to several policies such as a ban on
backyard burning, introduction o f stringent controls on factories and industry and tighter
controls on emissions from new motor vehicles. Despite this improvement, air pollution in
the longer term (15-20 years) is likely to increase primarily due to an increase in the vehicle
kilometres travelled, which is related o f course to increase in the number o f vehicles being
used and the greater use made o f those vehicles than has occurred previously.
BACKGROUND
The source o f the Greater Sydney conurbation's early air pollution during the 1940s and
1950s, was primarily the chimneys o f its oil refineries, gas works, power stations, chemical
works and factories, which emitted smoke, acid gases and particulates into the air. The Clean
Air Act 1961 was introduced to address the air quality problems from these sources. This Act
was successful in reducing emissions from these sources (EPAa 1994).
Since then, the focus has shifted to other pollutants, including carbon monoxide, lead and
photochemical smog (the precursor emissions being hydrocarbons and oxides o f nitrogen).
Until the 1980's, these emissions frequently exceeded the relevant health goals (see Table 1).
The growing vehicle population and vehicle use was identified as a major source o f these
pollutants. Policies were developed to address this situation, resulting in the incorporation of
provisions for motor vehicles in the Clean Air Regulations in 1972.
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AGENCY

POLLUTANT
Acid Gases

GOAL
60 tig/m (annual mean)

WHO

Suspended matter

40 pg/m3 (annual mean)

WHO

Total suspended
particulates

90 µg/m3 (annual mean)

NHMRC

Particulate matter <10um

50 tig/m3 (annual mean)
150 µg/m3 (24 hour

US EPA
US EPA

maximum)
Lead

1.5 ug,/m3 (90 day average)

NHMRC

Carbon monoxide

87ppm
(15
minute
maximum)
25 ppm (1 hour maximum)
9 ppm (8 hour maximum)

WHO
WHO
NHMRC

Nitrogen dioxide

16 pphm (I hour maximum)
5 pphm (annual mean)

NHMRC
US EPA

Ozone

12 pphm (1 hour maximum)

NHMRC

Sulfur dioxide

50pphm (10 minute
maximum)
25pphm (1 hour maximum)
2pphm (annual mean)
17.5pphm (10 minute
maximum)
12pphm (1 hour maximum)

ZX
ZX
ZZ
P.
P

c4 C)
a4 U
a4U
0
0

Source: EPA 1993
,
Table 1 NSW Ambient Air Quality Goals
The first major air quality study was also undertaken in the 1970's. This being the Sydney
Oxidant Study which was commissioned in 1975. It was completed in 1979, and involved the
State Pollution Control Commission (now the Environment Protection Authority [EPA]),
CSIRO, Macquarie University and Sydney University.
The Study improved the
understanding and awareness regarding air quality in the Greater Sydney conurbation and
resulted directly in policies being adopted, which resulted in the following actions:
•

tighter emission controls imposed on industry through pollution control licences, eg
vapour controls during storage and handling o f petroleum products

•

banning o f backyard burning in urban areas

•

the implementation o f Australian Design Rule (ADR)-37 in 1986 tightened emission
standards for new vehicles, resulting in all new vehicles being fitted with two way
catalytic converters. Furthermore, all new vehicles manufactured as o f that date were
to run on unleaded petrol (EPAa 1994).

These actions have been largely successful in reducing most major air pollutants.
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Following a particularly high pollution episode o f fine particulate loading in the Sydney airshed in 1991 (predominantly from bushfires), concerns were raised about the projected
population growth in the Greater Sydney conurbation and its consequent effect on air quality
(EPAa 1994).
This resulted in the State Government convening Summits on Air Quality in July and
September 1991 and February 1992. These summits were structured to provide community,
industry and Government with the opportunity to present ideas about actions needed to
control air pollution. Importantly, the first summit highlighted the complex issues involved
in determining the cause and effect relationship between emissions and overall air quality
issues. It also identified that there is a lack o f data from which cost-effective control policies
could be developed.
In reviewing the issues raised in the summits, the N S W Government recognised the need for
a greater integration o f effort to address air quality issues. To this end the Co-ordinated
Action Plan on Air Quality was developed. This Plan involved:
•

extending community consultation and involvement in identifying and resolving air
quality problems

•

developing an expanded air monitoring network, and new research programs to
support cost-effective air pollution prevention and control programs

•

coordinating, and improving the integration o f transport and land-use planning
activities

•

developing improved public transport programs and supporting the greater use of
public transport and bicycles

•

reducing the impact o f air pollution emissions in order to meet appropriate health
related objectives

•

reducing motor vehicle emissions (EPAa 1994).

MOTOR VEHICLE EMISSIONS
During the summits, emissions from motor vehicles were focussed upon because they were
seen as a major source o f local and regional air pollution in the Greater Sydney conurbation
and also a major contributor to global pollution. Emissions from motor vehicles result from
incomplete combustion o f fuel and from the escape o f vapours (Figure 1).
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• E v a p o r a t i v e Emissions
• Refueling Losses

\

• Exhaust
\ Emissions

Source: USEPA, 1990
Figure 1 - Where vehicle emissions come from
Emissions that are considered the main pollutants from motor vehicles in Greater Sydney can
be divided into three categories according to the extent o f their effect:
Local

Global

Regional

carbon monoxide (CO)

oxides o f nitrogen (NOx)

carbon dioxide (CO2)

lead
fine particulate matter (PM 10)

hydrocarbons
ozone (photochemical smog)

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)

benzene

Table 2 - Motor Vehicle Pollutants
On current best estimates, motor vehicles contribute to approximately 90% o f CO and lead,
70-80% o f NOx, 45% o f HCs and 20% o f CO2 emissions in the Greater Sydney conurbation
(RTAa 1991).
GREATER SYDNEY'S AIR POLLUTION IN CONTEXT
Air quality in Greater Sydney is, in fact, good by international standards, and should remain
so in the short term (EPAc 1994). In the medium to longer term, however, population growth,
urban expansion and an increase in the use o f motor vehicles are predicted to result in
declining air quality unless action is taken (EPAa 1994). The levels o f all major local and
regional pollutants, except NOx, have fallen over the last decade. Due to the extensive
bushfires experienced in January 1994, a freak dust storm in March 1994 and uncommonly
intense inversion episodes over the winter o f 1994, it is expected that regional pollution
figures will show an increase this year. Although air quality has been improving over the
past decade, only 21% (EPAd 1994) o f people recently surveyed realised that this was the
case.
The issue o f greatest concern to the community, in relation to air quality, in recent years has
been photochemical smog. This concern has mainly stemmed from the perception that the
ozone levels experienced in Greater Sydney have been increasing, leading to increasing
asthma occurrences in children. This link is questionable as stated in a July 1994 article in
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The Australian newspaper by Professor Peter Phelan, a senior figure in respiratory medicine
from the Royal Children's Hospital in Melbourne, when he said:
"Arguments that air pollution causes asthma appear suspect while asthma rates have been rising in the past two decades,
pollution levels have been falling."
Dr Jenny Peat o f Sydney University, in her article published in the May 1994 British Clinical
and Experimental Allergy Journal titled "The rising trend in allergic illness: which
environmental factors are important?", believes that the increasing asthma rates are not
linked to ambient ozone levels, but instead are linked to changes in housing design over the
same time period. A member o f Dr Peat's study team, Dr Peter Mellis, was quoted in the
Australian newspaper as saying:
"Most new houses are built on a concrete slab without underf l o o r ventilation and have well sealed windows. Many have air
conditioning More women work, so many more houses are
locked up all day. We are more security conscious so windows
stay down. The result is that little air circulates through the
modern brick veneer home. These conditions suit the dust-mite,
a small creature that invokes asthma in susceptible lungs."
The concern over photochemical smog levels has however led to a number o f public
statements from environment and community groups comparing the levels o f photochemical
smog in Greater Sydney to those in cities such as Los Angeles. This has led to calls for
drastic actions to be taken by the Government to reduce overall motor vehicle use and
emissions from individual vehicles.
A direct comparison between the number o f days per year both cities exceed the 0.12ppm
ozone goal can be seen in Figure 2.
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Source: RTA° 1994
,
Figure 2 - Comparison of Sydney and Los Angeles Ozone Exceedances
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As can be seen in Figure 2, Greater Sydney only experiences a few days per year when ozone
levels exceed the 0.12 ppm goal. It is important to note that the number o f exceedances and
the extent o f those exceedances are not significant compared with Los Angeles.

DIRECTIONS FOR TOMORROW'S POLICIES
The positive results o f policies aimed at controlling air pollution have been primarily
achieved by technological advances. With respect to motor vehicles, this has centred
primarily on fuels and new vehicle standards. Recently, other options for addressing air
quality issues have been considered in the non-technological areas, for example, urban
design. It is therefore likely that tomorrow's air quality policies will involve an array of
techniques and strategies. With respect to air pollution related to travel, these can be grouped
into two major categories according to whether or not they involve controls on motor
vehicles. I f vehicle controls are focused on, this is likely to involve setting standards for new
vehicles, changes in fuels types and quality, and, or ensuring vehicles are maintained as close
as possible to their design standards. Non-vehicle controls involve using alternative transport
modes, urban design and modifying driver behaviour. Figure 3 depicts these controls.

M o t o r Vehicle
• E m i s s i o n Control
Strategy

1

Vehicle
Controls

Vehicle
Standards

Non-Vehicle
Controls

Vehicle
Maintenance

Oliver
Behaviour

Alternative
Transport

— New
Vehicles

— Public
Awatenes

— Leaded vs
Unleaded

— Driving
Habits

— Public
Transport

— Metropolitan
Strategy

— Durability

— Repair industry
Skills

— Cleaner
Petrol/Diesel

— Economic
Instruments

— Car
Pooling

— integrated
Transport
Strategy

— New
Technology

— Inspection/
Maintenance

— Alternative
Fuels

— Education

— Bicycles/
Walking

— State Road
Network
Strategy
— M A Q S / R T A Air
M o n i t o r i n g Plan

Figure 3

Source: RTAb 1994
Motor Vehicle Emission Control Strategy

The greatest potential for controlling emissions in the short term comes from initiatives aimed
at "vehicle controls", however in the long term, policies for both vehicle controls and nonvehicle controls are likely to be needed to maintain the overall air quality that regions such
Greater Sydney currently enjoy. The remainder o f this paper focuses on the "Vehicle
Controls".
Vehicle Standards
The RTA in conjunction with the EPA, through the Federal Advisory Committee on Vehicle
Emissions and Noise (ACVEN) is seeking to establish:
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lower emission levels for new vehicles under Australian Design Rule-37 (ADR-37).
The current limits can be seen in Table 3. This ADR was introduced in 1986 and was
designed to limit evaporative and exhaust emissions from motor vehicles and required
new motor vehicles to operate on unleaded petrol
ii) the most effective mix o f propane and butane in Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) for a
standard test fuel
iii) stricter standards on diesel fuel.
i)

C O g/km

HC g/km

NOx g/km

24.2
22.0
18.6
9.3
2.1

2.1
1.9
1.75
0.93
0.26

1.9
1.9
1.9
1.93
0.63

2.1

0.25

0.62

Japanese 1993
USA

2.7

0.39

0.48

U S Standard 1980
U S Standard 1992
U S Standard 1994

4.35
2.1
2.1

0.26
0.26
0.15

1.24
0.63
0.25

Emission Standard
Australia
A D R 27a (1976)
A D R 2 7 b (1978)
A D R 27c (1981)
A D R 37 (1986-)
Proposed A D R 37/0X
Europe
European Standard 1993
Japan

Source: Anyon & Munro 1992
Table 3 - Comparison o f Australian and Overseas Light
Passenger Vehicle Emission Limits in grams/kilometre
ACVEN developed a new ADR for diesel-engine vehicles in 1992-93, and is currently
finalising a proposal (ADR-37/0X) that new light vehicles should meet the US 1992 light
vehicle emission standards by 1997-99. ACVEN is also establishing a working party, of
which the R T A and EPA are members, to determine the next policies in vehicle standards.
These will include evaluating the appropriateness o f applying the US 1994-96 emission
standards to light vehicles in Australia.
These measures are required to progress a new phase in vehicle emission reductions that was
established with ADR-37.
The new standards are required to encourage vehicle
manufacturers to use the best practical technology to ensure that vehicle emissions continue
their decline in the Greater Sydney area and that the gains made through ADR-37 are not
overtaken by the growth in vehicle numbers and kilometres travelled. They also appear to be
the most cost effective measure to reduce emissions in the short term, as stated in the
Regulatory Impact Statement for the proposed ADR-37/0X and supported by Coleman
(1994).
Another issue being debated in this review is the issue o f the reliability o f emission control
equipment. ADR-37 applies only to new vehicles, therefore the deterioration o f car emission
controls is not covered under warranty. To address this, the application o f the revised ADR
to vehicles for at least their first 100,000km is being considered as a potential policy. This,
however would need to be combined with an effective inspection and maintenance program.
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Also, the RTA and EPA are monitoring improvements to vehicle technology such as OnBoard Diagnostics (OBD) that are being developed in the USA. This technology will allow a
motor vehicle's emissions to be monitored by its on-board computer. When a deviation from
the design standard is detected, the driver is alerted. The vehicle's on-board computer
diagnoses what is causing the problem and this information is down-loaded to a repairer's
computer when the vehicle is put in for servicing. It is anticipated that this technology will
be incorporated in future vehicle standards. Due to the relatively slow fleet replacement rate,
it is not expected that significant numbers o f OBD equipped vehicles will be in-service until
around the year 2010.
Fuels
The use o f alternative fuels in Greater Sydney is limited. The only readily available
alternative to petrol and diesel is Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG). LPG is exempted from the
Government excise tax, making it relatively inexpensive (approximately 30 cents/litre). This
has resulted in the majority o f the Greater Sydney taxi fleet converting to LPG.
Reformulated fuel (ie more highly refined petrol or diesel) is often suggested as a means to
obtain the full benefits o f new-generation emission control equipment. Alternative fuels such
as methanol, ethanol, natural gas and LPG can also reduce emissions in specific
circumstances. However, the emissions o f vehicles using alternative fuels will need to be
monitored to ensure that the full potential benefits o f conversion are achieved, and that
reductions in controlled emissions are not being obtained at the cost o f introducing other
noxious emissions before policies for their use are advocated.
The RTA is investigating the effectiveness o f alternative fuels in reducing vehicle emissions
by:
•
•

supporting North Sydney Council in a project to test drivability and indirect emissions
o f an electric vehicle
a joint effort with EPA in negotiating with the Australian Gas Lighting (AGL)
organisation (natural gas suppliers) to undertake a project to assess the effectiveness
o f using Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) as a fuel to reduce vehicle emissions.

Research is also being carried out by the Florida Solar Energy Centre into Hydrogen enriched
CNG. The RTA has made contact with the researchers involved who have indicated that
preliminary results are promising (Hoekstra et al, 1994). This will be monitored over the
next year to assess the potential to trial this fuel in Sydney.
Vehicle Inspection & Maintenance (I&M)
Currently in Australia, only NSW and the Northern Territory require vehicles to be inspected
at regular intervals before being re-registered. This inspection is aimed at road safety and
roadworthiness, with no requirement to inspect emission control equipment. Vehicle
emission performance declines due deterioration or failure o f vehicle emission control
equipment, the use o f the inappropriate fuel, lack o f effective maintenance, deliberate
tampering or disengaging emission control equipment. Indications are that well designed
I&M programs can lead to useful and cost-effective reduction in emissions.
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To this end the RTA and EPA have jointly developed the Motor Vehicle Maintenance
Program (MVMP) which was launched in November 1993. The aim o f the Program is to
ensure that individual vehicles are maintained as close as possible to their original design
standard. The MVMP involves the following key elements:
1. Community Education Program
2. Implementation o f a Visual Catalytic Converter Check in the roadworthiness
inspection
3. Upgrading o f Repair Industry Skills and Equipment
4. Development o f an in-service I&M program.
There is strong demand from specific community and environmental groups, with apparently
no strong opposition from the general public for an effective I&M program. In a recent
survey conducted by the RTA, 79% o f respondents supported the idea o f an emissions test to
be introduced (RTAc 1994). The RTA and EPA have been working towards the development
o f a suitable emission test program which involves a minimum amount o f time per car for a
test.
A number o f different types o f emission tests could be implemented in Greater Sydney, the
two-speed idle test, the IM-240, ASM test, RG-240 and loaded steady state test. Factors that
need to be considered when evaluating the costs and benefits o f each o f the tests include the
cost o f test equipment to industry and the related cost o f the test to the consumer, the type of
test network, the frequency o f tests and the linkage between the test and repair facilities.
Other factors to be taken into account include future trends in air quality, the deterioration of
the vehicle fleet and the factors causing this, and whether there is a need to control HCs,
NOx, or both. I f NOx control is required, then a "loaded" emissions test may be required.
However, California's Air Resources Board recently reported that reliable NOx readings can
be obtained using the RG-240 test which is a non-dynamometer system.
I f an I&M program is adopted it will be important to monitor its effectiveness. For the
Greater Sydney area, this will be achieved by using information from the EPA's Metropolitan
Air Quality Study (MAQS), which is a comprehensive air monitoring program costing $11
million over a three year period. Furthermore, information on deterioration rates, the likely
benefits o f vehicle maintenance, and the most cost effective test, or mix o f tests, for the
Australian fleet will be provided by the $2 million Federal Office o f Road Safety In-service
Emission study.
In N S W there is debate about whether or not the Government should adopt a policy of
implementing an I&M program, and i f this were to occur which test should be used.
Furthermore, the use o f remote sensing as a screening device to be used in association with a
particular test is being advanced.
Remote sensing devices (RSDs) use measurements o f infra-red absorption that occurs due to
the presence o f oxides o f nitrogen, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide in the
exhaust o f motor vehicles. RSDs are capable o f determining exhaust concentrations by
monitoring the difference in the infra-red absorption that occurs in clean air versus that
measured in the presence o f the vehicle exhaust. RSDs perform measurements in less than a
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second, and are therefore capable o f measuring the emissions from thousands o f vehicles per
day. RSDs use video cameras to store visual images o f the licence plates o f the gross
polluting vehicles in a similar way to the way speed cameras are activated (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 - Schematic diagram of typical vehicle
emission remote sensing system
A problem with RSDs that needs to be overcome is that it only measures tailpipe emissions at
one instant in time under one set o f conditions. Instantaneous tailpipe emission levels are
determined mainly by throttle position, which is affected by traffic conditions, topography,
driver behaviour and other factors. To overcome this the RTA is negotiating with RSD
suppliers in the USA to conduct research on spacing two or three sensors different distances
apart to gain multiple instant data. It is anticipated that this would give a more accurate
assessment o f whether a vehicle is a gross polluter.
It should be noted that RSD are not a substitute for an in-service emissions test, but instead,
are a complement. The screening program could be similar to the N S W random breath test,
which "screens" drivers, only picking out those that fail the breath test to go through a more
rigorous test. A screening and I&M test for gross polluters could involve locating remote
sensors on roadsides where they could identify gross polluting vehicles. Those vehicles
screened as polluters could then be required to undergo a further, more rigorous test. The car
owner could then be required to fix the vehicle by a specified date and be retested. Random
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screening negates the need and reduces the cost for all vehicles to undergo an I&M test and
also reduces the chance o f vehicles being tuned to pass a test and then de-tuned to heighten
performance.
This system may be appropriate in the short term until OBD becomes a standard car fixture
and the fleet consists mainly o f OBD equipped cars, as the Greater Sydney area only has a
moderate level o f pollution. Therefore, targeting gross polluting vehicles by adopting a
screening technique, coupled with a test just for those vehicles may result in the most overall
cost-effective approach.
CONCLUSION
The control and management o f air pollution, and specifically vehicle emissions, is complex.
Rather than implementing one solution, there is a need to implement a number o f diverse
initiatives. The RTA has recognised this and is in the process o f finalising the "RTA
Strategic A i r Plan". This will identify initiatives to be implemented by various sections of
the RTA to control and manage air pollutants under the Motor Vehicle Emission Control
Strategy. This will ensure that the RTA continues to play a significant role in the research
and management o f vehicle emissions and pollutants associated with road construction
This paper has outlined some measures to be undertaken on the "Vehicle Controls" side of
the Strategy. "Non-vehicle controls" must also be implemented to ensure that the advances in
technology are not overtaken by the growth in vehicle numbers and vehicle kilometres
travelled.
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N E W MANUAL SOON
RTA is about to issue a new Manual for Statewide use entitled "Traffic Control at Work
Sites".
Designed to assist managers and supervisors responsible for work sites, the new Manual
contains standard Traffic Control Plans for a range o f specific circumstances, and
guidance for traffic control in a number o f general situations.
As a new volume, the Manual will be issued initially on a provisional basis, and will be
kept under close review by the General Manager, Traffic Technology Branch. Holders
will be registered and kept informed o f amendments in the usual way.
SAFETY
The Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) has a responsibility for the safety o f all persons
at RTA work sites. This includes RTA staff, contractors, agents and members o f the
public.
The purpose o f the Manual is to maximise safety - safety for workers and safety for road
users. The aim is to ensure that traffic control at RTA work sites consistently complies
with an appropriate quality standard.
The new Manual is also intended to help RTA staff, agents and contractors comply with
the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1983 and Regulations under the Act.
AS 1742.3 - 1985
This Manual is based on AS 1742.3 - 1985, Manual o f Uniform Traffic Control Devices Traffic Control Devices f o r Works on Roads. Standards Australia has begun reviewing
and updating the 1985 Standard. An RTA Officer is one o f the Austroads representatives
SA Committee MS/12 undertaking this review.
Pending revision o f AS 1742.3, the new RTA Manual is likely to be the industry standard
in NSW, and so it is expected to be o f significant interest to Local Government. RTA
intends to encourage Local Councils and other organisations to adopt the procedures in
the RTA Manual "Traffic Control at Work Sites" when they are working near traffic.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONTRACT WORK
RTA's contract specifications for "Control o f Traffic" (for QC works, RTA No 1002B and
for Q A works, PART G I 0 o f the Model Specification) will continue, and it is intended
that they will be updated to refer to this Manual.
TRAFFIC CONTROL PLANS
All work sites must be set up so that workers can operate safely and to enable vehicular
and pedestrian traffic to safely pass. Signs, devices and Traffic Control Plans are used to
warn, instruct a n d guide road users safely
around, p a s t or, i f necessary, through work site.
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on roads including footpaths. A key feature is the need to carefully plan the staging of
works so that workers and traffic are separated as far as possible.
The new RTA Manual contains nearly 100 standard Traffic Control Plans, whereas AS
1742.3 - 1985 contained 29 corresponding diagrams. The standard TCPs are intended to
form the basis o f local Traffic Control Plans customised to suit local circumstances.
Authority has been delegated to use more signs and devices than are shown on the
relevant Standard Traffic Control Plan. However authority to depart otherwise from a
standard Traffic Control Plan will be limited.
The Manual contains a procedure for reviewing the standard Traffic Control Plans as new
technology and new ideas come forward.
TERMINOLOGY
A number o f terms in the Manual have been carefully defined. Here are a few:
Advance warning signs
temporary warning signs which have a general message, used in advance of
other temporary signs with a more specific message. Advance warning
signs include:
"ROADWORK AHEAD" (T1-1),
"ROADWORK 1 km AHEAD" (T1-16),
"ROADWORK 2 km AHEAD" (T1-201),
"BRIDGEWORK AHEAD" (T1-2),
"BRIDGEWORK 1 km AHEAD" ( T1-204), and
"BRIDGEWORK 2 km AHEAD" ( T1-202).
Delineation
delineation refers to devices such as linemarking, raised pavement markers,
traffic cones, traffic flaps and post mounted reflectors.
Site Ganger
the person on site full time who directly manages the other workers. This
includes the leader o f a survey party.
Intermittent Work
work which is undertaken without obstructing traffic and without
compromising the safety o f workers.
Long Term Work
work where a traffic guidance scheme is required to operate both day and
night and may be left unattended.
Lookout person
a person whose sole responsibility is to watch out for and warn workers of
approaching traffic.
Mobile Work
work where a traffic guidance scheme is required to operate at a
progressively moving work site and all signs and devices are either vehicle
mounted or are regularly moved along the road.
Short Term Work
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work where obstruction to traffic occurs and a traffic guidance scheme is
required only while work personnel are in attendance and is usually limited
to the duration o f one work shift.
Traffic Control Plan (TCP), or (in the context o f this Manual) Plan
a diagram showing temporary signs and devices arranged to warn traffic
and guide it around, past or, i f necessary, through a work site.
Work area
the specific area on the road or within the road reserve where work is being
done, including vehicle regulation duties. The Work Area would normally
include areas where trucks and machines engaged in the work assemble
and manoeuvre.
Works Supervisor
the first person in line management who directly supervises field personnel
- generally at Group supervisor level.
Work Site
an area o f road or road reserve which includes the work area or areas and
any additional length o f road required for traffic control such as signs and
tapers.
Some concepts to grasp:
Firstly, note the distinction between a "work site" and a "work area". Work sites will
be longer than work areas.
•
•

Work area is specifically an area where the work is taking place, while
work site includes the approaches where there are signs and tapers for
traffic.

Secondly, there are 4 main types of
work:
•

Mobile work

•

Intermittent work

•

Short term work

•

Long term work

TRAINING
Introduction o f the new Manual will be supplemented by a Training Program, being
developed by the Manager Technical Training in Technical Systems Branch.
The success o f a traffic control system will depend on the knowledge, skills, co-operation
and efforts o f all the people with a responsibility for the work.
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Training in traffic control at work sites must therefore be provided to all personnel with a
responsibility for field operations (this includes traffic facilities and bridgeworks) or
likely to be working within the reserve o f a public road.
There are three broad groups o f candidates for technical training in traffic control:
•

Managers - people who have overall responsibility for
implementation and quality control o f the system including
Regional Directors and Zone Managers in RTA, Operations
Managers, Project Managers Works Managers and other line
managers, District, Maintenance and Depot Engineers and Works
Supervisors;

.

Field Staff - all who are required to work within the reserves of
public roads. This includes people who are required to select
Traffic Controllers, select and implement Traffic Control Plans, set
up and maintain traffic control, or be in work areas on roads. This
group includes Works Supervisors, site gangers, leading hands,
survey party leaders, testing operators, traffic counting personnel,
vehicle enforcement personnel, plant operators and any other
workers.
Traffic Controllers - persons required to control traffic at a work
site, normally by using STOP/SLOW bats but also by manually
controlling traffic signals or boomgates.

RTA's training packages on traffic management at work sites for field staff and Traffic
Controllers are being updated to conform with this Manual.
S P E C I F I C SITUATIONS
The Manual gives guidance on the following specific situations:
Traffic Controllers
•
Roadwork Speed Limits
.
Providing for Works Traffic
.
Intermittent
Work
.
Working at Night
.
Managing Pedestrians and Controlling Cyclists
•
Working Adjacent to Traffic
.
Safety
Barriers at Work Sites
.
Access
to Adjoining Properties
•
Working
at Intersections
•
Blacked
•
- Out Traffic Signals
Working
on Medians and Roadsides
•
Excavations
•
Bituminous Works
.
Surveying
•
Vehicle
Inspections
.
Installing
and Servicing Traffic Counting Equipment
•
For example, the notes on cyclists are consistent with the recently issued Part 14 o f the
Austroads "Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice". A brief extract from the sub-Section
on Pedestrians follows:
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PEDESTRIANS
Pedestrians should be prevented from crossing
• where traffic is flowing temporarily in the opposite direction from normal,
and
• where medians, refuges or other physical devices separate lanes o f traffic
flowing in the same direction,
unless there is active control o f the pedestrian flows such as
•

pedestrian actuated traffic signals, or

•

supervisors (eg Traffic Controllers, Police Officers or Civilian
School Crossing Supervisors) or,

.

at the least, a race to direct pedestrians in a zigzag so that they face
oncoming traffic before stepping on to the traffic lanes.

HIGH VISIBILITY CLOTHING
The Manual stresses the importance o f RTA's "Occupational Health a n d Safety Manual,
Section 5.4 - Wearing o f High Visibility Vests and Garments", particularly in relation to
night work and wet weather gear.

CONCLUSION
Issue o f the new Manual and the training program associated with its introduction will
mark significant steps for RTA towards a quality based, comprehensive and systematic
approach to controlling traffic at work sites. As well as improving safety for workers and
members o f the public, supervisors will be more confident in the traffic control aspects of
their work.
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S1S IMPLEMENTATION

by
Brian Morrison
SIS Manager
RTA NSW - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
SERVICES BRANCH

-,

Background
The RTA has been developing SIS for the past three to four years. During that period the SIS
needs o f the Authority have been met by a range o f SIS software, including Genamap,
Intergraph, Mapinfo and Arcinfo. Decisions taken toward the end o f 1993 have resulted in a
change in direction for this development. The RTA is currently implementing a change in
SIS strategy across all o f the Authority with the adoption o f the ESRI software, ARCINFO
and ARC VIEW. The introduction o f the ESRI software will be a staged process the first
stage was the selection o f the most appropriate software to suit the RTA's business needs.
That was completed in December 1993.
The second stage involves implementing the use o f the new software with existing SIS users
with limited expansion o f the user base. The implementation will involve the phasing in of
ARCINFO and phasing out o f GENAMAP over a 12 month period. One o f the major tasks
in this stage will be to convert existing data and applications to the new software format.
This stage is due for completion in May 1995.
The SIS Implementation project will provide for an Authority wide implementation o f a
standard SIS software package, Arcinfo and Arcview. This project will support the RTA''
Corporate Objectives by improving decision making through the establishment, promotion,
maintenance and enhancement o f information systems that have a spatial component.
The final stage is the mature utilisation o f SIS as a corporate decision support tool. This will
be an ongoing task that will be primarily the responsibility o f the user environment.
Satisfying RTA business needs will be the driving force that controls how SIS develops in the
Authority.
The contact officers for spatial information systems in the Authority are as follows:(02) 218 6775
• Spatial Information Systems Manager, (Mr Brian Morrison).
(02) 218 6777
• Graphics Database Manager, (Mr Marc Strong).
Application
Development
Michael
Manager,
(Mr
Byrne).
(02) 218•
6434

Project People Resources:
Brian Morrison
Marc Strong
Michael Byrne
Bryan Blake
Alan Richmond

SIS Manager
(Project Manager)
Graphics Data Manager
SIS Application Coordinator
SIS Training Coordinator
Systems Configuration

User Involvement
There has been a SIS Advisory Group established for the purpose o f providing user input to
the process o f implementing SIS. This Group is made up o f the SIS Sponsor (Ulf Fraser),
representatives from all Directorates and the members o f the SIS Management Team. The
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Advisory Group meet regularly at intervals o f 3 to 4 weeks. The major issues that are
addressed by the group include:
• Determining the initial distribution o f SIS Software and Hardware and Training
• Prioritising the SIS application development
• Defining user needs and recommending solutions.
Regional users have been involved in all stages o f the project to date. Their involvement has
supplemented the resources o f the project team. Some o f the input that users have greatly
contributed to are listed below:
• Production o f the detailed project plan
• Acceptance testing o f the ArcInfo and ArcView software
• Conversion o f the graphics data to the ArcInfo environment.
• Raising the awareness o f SIS in the Regions.

Implementation Plans
Software & Hardware
• Desirable configuration identified and in place for initial implementation
• 30 ArcInfo users and 30 ArcView users around the State
Awareness
• Static data Arcview package distributed,
• Workshops, Newsletters, Bulletin Board.
Data Conversion/Collection:
• Convert existing Ganamap data sets to ArcInfo format.
• Identify data requirements o f users.
• Develop Meta Database, Data standards.
• Develop maintenance, upgrade and distribution strategies.
Data Management
• Register o f data available
• Document Quality procedures
User Involvement:
• Identify critical users.
• Prioritise Software and Hardware requests
• Distribute Software, Hardware and Data.
• Prioritise requests for application development
Management
• Recommendation for SIS structure for the future operation and expansion o f the
system
Support
• Support mechanisms in place
• Help desk, single point o f contact for ESRI,
• Local expertise
Paper 10, Page 2
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Training Plans:
• Train key users and support staff for initial implementation.
• Training needs analysis for all levels o f SIS users.
• Develop training package for in-house training using RTA data.
• Newsletter and Bulletin board service

Project Review Timetable:

Activity.
Initial ArcInfo/ArcView
software purchase

ON

AS

1994/95
DJ

FM

A

Hardware purchase for
initial S/ware installation.
Data Acquisition and
maintenance
Develop Static data PC
ArcView inquiry Module
Convert Existing Data to
ArcInfo Format
Prioritise Applications
Application development
Training
Project Team Costs
Develop support
infrastructure
Austroads Workshop

Expenditure Summary:
Approved 94/95 Funds Allocation
Current 94/95 Expenditure (Oct 94)

$2,839,000
$1,410,000

Percent Complete

50%
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Sharing the Main Street

by
Ashok Mehta
Manager, Road Environment Guidelines
RTA NSW - ROAD SAFETY BUREAU

INTRODUCTION
Over recent years the Road Safety Bureau of the RTA has been pursuing a program aimed at
developing guidance for the management of safety on traffic routes.
A major safety concern addressed by this work is the conflict between pedestrians and vehicles
in areas such as shopping precincts on metropolitan sub-arterial routes or in the main streets of
country towns. Studies have examined the details of such conflict and sought to develop
solutions involving adaptation of the physical environment. These have included not only
traffic management arrangements but also local planning considerations. The intention is to
meet the needs o f all road users in a manner which satisfies objectives of road safety traffic
operations, amenity and cost-effectiveness. The process of adaptation is commonly known as
'environmental adaptation'.
This paper gives an outline of:
• the process o f developing Sharing the Main Street Guidelines;
• the contents o f the Guidelines, highlighting the main points in each section;
• strategies to promote Sharing the Main Street
- Promotional Brochure;
- Demonstration Projects;
- Training Workshops.

E N V I R O N M E N T A L ADAPTATION
Aims
The aims o f environmental adaptation of Main Street and sub-arterial roads are to:
• reduce conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles;
• increase safety of all road users;
• improve the quality of road environment;
• maintain/enhance the economic performance of the frontage functions;
• maintain/enhance the performance of the traffic and parking functions.
Purpose
The purpose o f Sharing the Main Street Guidelines is to assist in fulfilling the above aims of
Environmental Adaptation.
F o r whom
The Environmental Adaptation Guidelines are for the use of RTA practitioners, local
government planners and engineers, and consultants in traffic engineering and planning fields.

The only reason someone is a genius, and knows things you do not know, is
because he has opened his mind to contemplate the what ifs, the outrageous
thoughts, the thoughts o f brilliance that go beyond the limited thinking o f man.
RAMATHA
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D E V E L O P M E N T PROCESS
E a r l y work
Earlier research on environmental adaptation of linear shopping precincts ('shopping strings')
on urban sub-arterial routes resulted in formative treatment principles documented in the RTA
report (October 1989) 'Towards Guidelines f o r Retail Centres Along Traffic Routes' This
work provided the basis for proceeding with demonstration projects aimed at testing in
practice the concepts and solutions proposed.

R e c e n t work
More recent work advanced the earlier work towards practical guidelines and criteria for
environmental adaptation and conduct of demonstration projects. The purpose is to provide
some guidance and encouragement for local government to pursue such projects. The work
emphasising the country town situation, was reported in October 1992 as 'Environmental
Adaptation o f Main Streets in Rural Towns: Towards Guidelines'

C u r r e n t work
The current work draws upon the 1989 and 1992 studies to produce the following:
• Guidelines for Environmental Adaptation of Main Streets titled 'Sharing the Main
Street.'
Guidelines
and Criteria for Demonstration Projects; and
•
brochure
A
titled, 'Sharing the Main Street.'
•

Funding
The project was funded by the RTA and the Federal Office o f Road Safety. Total cost o f the
project was $150,000.

Authors
The Guidelines were produced by Professor Hans Westerman with substantial input from Ray
Brindle o f ARRB, Professor John Black and Dr Tamas Lukovich of the University o f New
South Wales, Don Sheffield o f IMEA and Ludmilla Hawley of Geoplan.
Consultation
Extensive consultation was undertaken to ensure that users and stakeholders needs were
considered in the preparation of the documents. Three workshops were conducted in New
South Wales to review the draft guidelines. Input was received from RTA Regions and Local
Government engineers and planners. The draft documents were substantially reworked
following the feed back from the workshops.
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S H A R I N G T H E M A I N STREET
T h e Focus
Most roads and streets have a movement and frontage access functions. On some roads, the
traffic function is dominant and the frontage activity function must be adapted to this traffic
function. These, typically, are arterial roads with major through traffic functions (Type I). On
other roads and streets, the frontage activity function is dominant and the traffic is, or should
be, subservient. These comprise residential streets and streets used for access and circulation
within commercial centres. Local Area Traffic management or calming is more appropriate
here. (Type III).
The Guidelines are concerned with Type II environment. These are the roads where both traffic
and frontage functions are important. The relative importance of the functions may change
during the day, week or year. The Main Street of rural towns and sub-arterial roads in urban
areas are examples o f Type II environment.
People are always blaming circumstances f o r what they are.
1 d o n o t believe in circumstances.
The people who get on in this world are the people
who get up a n d look f o r the circumstances they want,
a n d i f they cannot f i n d them,
m a k e them.
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

C o n t e n t s o f t h e Guidelines
The Guidelines contain the What, Why and How of Environmental Adaptation. Specifically the
Guidelines contain:
• issues which need to be examined;
• planning considerations for environmental adaptation;
• the process o f planning;
• parameters for planning;
• integrated design measures and integrated design process;
• process, parameters and techniques of assessment, monitoring and evaluation of
Environmental Adaptation.
The Guidelines have been structured as a practical guide to planning, design and
implementation o f proposals for the environmental adaptation of Main Street and centres along
sub-arterial roads. The document (Figure 1) has been divided into five parts followed by
appendices.
Part I
Sets out the issues to be considered in environmental adaptation, the type of objectives and
strategies needed to address them.
The purpose o f this Part is to:
• examine the issues associated with the conflict between traffic and frontage functions;
• list the basic objectives;
• outline the concept of environmental adaptation;
• indicate the process; and
• stress the need to involve the stakeholders.
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Part 2
Deals with the range of situations that may occur and indicates which Parts and sections of
the Guide may be relevant for different situations.
The purpose o f this Part is to assist practitioners in determining how to proceed in
different situations. Guidance is given on:
• general strategies for Sharing the Main Street;
• key factors which influence how the strategies are implemented through planning and
design;
• how to use the Guidelines to address various factors;
• what kind o f information may be needed and why.

Part I
ISSUES, OBJECTIVES,
C O N C E P T A N D PROCESSES

Part 2

Part 3

A P P L Y I N G THE

PLANNING

CONCEPTS

Part 4
DESIGN

Part 5

Appendix A
MEASURES

Appendix B

ASSESSMENT &

A S S E S S M E N T BALANCE

EVALUATION

CHART

Figure 1: Structure of the Guide

Part 3
Addresses planning for environmental adaptation. This will be necessary only in situations
identified in Part 2.
The purpose of this Part of the Guide is to provide information on the relationship between
the 'design area' and the surrounding 'planning area'.
Specifically, this Part addresses:
• the kind of relationships (to planning instruments) that should be considered;
• type of planning factors that may need to be considered; and
• the process of identifying them.
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Part 4
Explains the design for environmental adaptation and is relevant in all situations. A wide
range of measures is available and the design process for combining these measures is
described.
The purpose of this Part is to provide information on:
• measures available to develop designs for environmental adaptation;
• how they might be combined to achieve specific objectives;
• establishing design parameters;
• details on the application of design and construction measures;
• the process of achieving an integrated design; and
• an illustration of a comprehensive process.
Part 5
Provides information on assessment and evaluation.
The purpose of this Part is to provide information on:
• how to undertake an assessment;
• evaluation and decision making; and
• monitoring and review after completion.
Appendix A
Explains details on the purpose, application and limitation of each o f the measure.
Appendix B
Explains how to construct an Assessment Balance Chart for more complex projects and
how to use performance indicators.
It is interesting to note that each part gives information on the relevant topic and a process of
applying that information.

We learn wisdom f r o m failure, much more than f r o m success;
We often discover what will do by finding out what will not do;
a n d probably he who never made a mistake never made a discovery.
SAMUEL SMILES
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P R O M O T I O N O F E N V I R O N M E N T A L ADAPTATION
RTA's policy is to encourage planning, implementation and evaluation o f environmental
adaptation o f main streets. To this end strategies have been devised to implement the policy.
Strategies
The strategies to encourage environmental adaptation are:
• Promotional Brochure;
• Demonstration Projects;
• Training Workshops.
P r o m o t i o n a l Brochure
During the review o f Sharing the Main Street guidelines it was found that the document was
too technical to be understood by non-technical readers who might influence the
implementation o f environmental adaptation. It was therefore, decided to produce a nontechnical brochure which outlines the essential elements of environmental adaptation and which
was written in simple language and illustrated with photographs. The brochure is an effective
promotional tool for environmental adaptation.
D e m o n s t r a t i o n Projects
Local Government is encouraged to prepare environmental adaptation schemes. T o this end
the Road Safety Bureau is willing to consider assistance in form of seed funding for
demonstration projects for environmental adaptation of main streets.
A companion document to Sharing the Main Street titled 'Guidelines and Criteria for
Demonstration Projects' was produced to assist Councils in putting together proposals for
assistance in Demonstration Projects.
Under the general arrangements for Demonstration Projects, funding assistance for
implementation o f a proposed project is not necessarily available from the RTA.
G u i d e l i n e s a n d C r i t e r i a f o r D e m o n s t r a t i o n Projects
The document consists of two parts:
• Part One summarises the concepts and objectives of environmental adaptation, suggests
strategies and measures that can be used to achieve objectives and outlines the role o f public
involvement;
• Part Two provides information on the three key phases in the development o f a
demonstration project and sets out the details required for the submission o f an application
for a demonstration project grant.
The three key phases mentioned above are:
• Needs Study;
• Feasibility Study; and
• Monitoring and evaluation.
P a r t i c i p a t i n g Councils
Currently there are eight Councils at various stages of demonstration projects.
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Council

Status of Demonstration Project

Canterbury Council

Construction expected to be completed by November 1994

Albury Council

Completed Feasibility study. Seeking assistance for construction.

Parkes Council

Feasibility Study completion expected in November, 1994.
Stage I construction expected to commence in early 1995.
Feasibility study completion expected in December 1994
-

Sutherland Council
Ku-Ring-Gai Council

Commencing feasibility study

Lane Cove Council

Submission for a grant with the RSB

Taree Council

Preparing a needs study to be followed by a submission for a demonstration
project grant.
Preparing a needs study to be followed by a submission for a demonstration
project grant.

Wagga W a g g a City Council

T r a i n i n g Workshops
Sharing the Main Street was published in November 1993 and released in March 1994. A
document on traffic calming titled, 'Towards Traffic Calming' was released by the Federal
Office o f Road Safety in October 1993. The publication of the two guidelines generated a
demand for training in traffic management. FORS engaged ARRB and Prof. Hans Westerman
to conduct 12 workshops in Australia. The workshops were designed to highlight the main
points o f Towards Traffic Calming and to train local government and state authorities in
planning and implementation of environmental adaptation of main streets. The workshops were
practical in that participants worked on live case studies and produced planning and
engineering options.
New South Wales was originally assigned two workshops. However, two more workshops
were organised to satisfy the additional demand by local government in New South Wales. The
additional workshops were subsidised by the RTA.
N E X T STEP
Research and practice so far have concentrated on Types II and III environments, ie. Local
Area Traffic Calming and Environmental Adaptation of Main Streets
The next step in this trilogy is to explore the possibility o f environmental adaptation of Type I
situations (situations where the traffic function is dominant and the frontage activity function
must be adapted to this traffic function. These, typically, are arterial roads with major through
traffic functions)
It has been recognised that a more widespread management approach to urban street amenity
needs to be based on the type of underlying thinking which drives the management tools and
formulates the policies and strategies. This is likely to become increasingly important as
emphasis shifts from the construction of new roads to the improvement and management of
use o f existing arterials. In short, exploratory work needs to be undertaken for environmental
adaptation o f arterial roads.
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Issues Arising from Traffic
and Environment Management

by
Ray Brindle
Chief Research Scientist
AUSTRALIAN ROAD RESEARCH BOARD

RTA Sydney Region T T Workshop, November 7-8, 1994.
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ISSUES A R I S I N G F R O M T R A F F I C AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Ray Brindle,
Chief Research Scientist, Australian Road Research Board Ltd.
Traffic engineering and planning is riddled with lore and handed-down wisdom. Most o f it "works" but by
its nature imposes a kind o f conservatism on the profession. Many of the things in traffic engineering,
planning and management that we have taken for granted over the years have started to come under
scrutiny. Quite properly, old truisms and sacred cows are open to question. In this session I want to alert
to to some current issues and hope that you will be led to reflect on your response as technical
professionals. The examples I will use here arise out of
•
•
•
•

Discussions on "main streets" through suburbs and country towns
Reassessment o f LATM
Questioning o f access management controls
Urban design influence on local area layouts.

S H I F T S I N V A L U E S AND OBJECTIVES
•

Traffic restraint r a t h e r than traffic efficiency

Changing attitudes to the role o f the traffic planner and engineer.
The influence o f the 1950s, when many Australian traffic engineers learnt their craft from the USA, is still
partly with us. But it is wrong to assume that the unquestioned role o f the traffic professions is to secure
capacity increases, improve flows and cater for traffic growth without question.
Rule I:
Traffic engineering, planning and management is to do with more than just roads a n d the vehicles on
them.
Traditional definitions o f traffic engineering emphasise its contributions to "safe, economic and convenient
MOVEMENT" (implying traffic movement), but this is no longer clearly so. Even in a purely traffic
sense, trade-offs have occurred which penalise capacity (e.g. capacity loss due to right turn phases for
increased safety).
Rule 2:
The objective o f traffic engineering is not always to maximise flows and capacity and to minimise delays
and interruptions to traffic.
(Corollary: sometimes the traffic engineer is called on to use traffic engineering skills to meet other
objectives at the cost o f "convenient and economic" road transport).
Traffic professionals are often caught between the proverbial rock and hard place. Their skills can be used
in a number o f ways, depending on what the community, through its decision makers, says it wants. The
trouble is that the community sends conflicting messages (consider community reactions to speed control,
for example). One could argue that the community (i.e. drivers) tend to value capacity increases and
congestion reduction more than the professionals do. Yet most of the talk in "sustainability" circles is
Technology Transfer Workshop
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about reduction in road space.
response.
•

No wonder the professions seem sometimes to be ambivalent in their

Road classification

Should it lead o r follow usage?
Functional road classification for the purposes o f traffic management - especially the explicit o r implicit
hierachy o f traffic service that it reflects - is probably the surest way for a traffic engineer to get into hot
water.
Let's face it - it's usually impossible to do it correctly, precisely and without upsetting anyone.
The concept o f road classification is a form o f sacred cow, but it need not be. It helps i f we establish some
points:
Calling a road a "distributor" or an "arterial" does not mean that you can do nothing to its
(a)
environmental quality.
(b)
Equally important is the need to be explicit about the nature o f traffic service that is expected to
be provided. This does not follow inevitably from classifying the road hierarchically.
Freedom to pass o r overtake is probably the most important single variable that the traffic
manager can play with.
(c)

Thus, a road can be a "traffic route" but have a target maximum speed of (say) 4 0 km/h and not permit
overtaking. Traffic engineers are getting used to this idea, and there are several precedents in Australia for
us to follow. This is a very strong element o f "main streets" traffic management.
Now think about the implications o f all this for how we regard and use "standards". Will we need more or
less specialist seat-of-the-pants expertise in the future?
WHERE IS LATM HEADING?
•

LATM - Good news and bad news

A matter o f scale and approach.
If you want an example o f traffic experts leading community preferences, just look at LATM. Australia
has been building up experience with LATM for 20 years, but only now is there a groundswell supporting
such actions - and a strong back-lash on several fronts (from disaffected residents and - paradoxically those with a wider anti-car vision).
This experience has taught us that the process is usually more important than the product - and note that,
as ever, "God is in the details".
Rule 3:
It ain't what you do, it's the way that you do it.
(Corollaries:
I f it looks wrong, it is wrong.
Doing the right thing the wrong way is doing the wrong thing.)
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•

Alternatives to L A T M Future developments
-

At the 17th ARRB Conference, an informal workshop was held on the subject o f where LATM is heading.
Key issues were noted as:
Affordability
Sectional responses (usually opposed) - cyclists, emergency services, buses
Lack o f criteria, methods, information
The dependence o f a scheme on the local practitioners' skill and opinion
Inadequate definition o f the problem (objectives)
Speed management and enforcement need to be within a lower speed environment.
S u m m a r y o f discussion:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Technology for speed management is not an issue - we have techniques available now o r just around
the corner.
Technology can be applied selectively (i.e. tailored to a given problem).
- but the issue is the context o f implementation o f speed management. Especially as detection
becomes more widespread, gaining community acceptance may become more rather than less difficult.
(Are they really against speed control per se rather than LATM?)
Within 20 years, electronic road pricing (ERP) technology will have introduced possibilities for traffic
deterrence and hence control of traffic volumes.
Especially where speed is not the issue, we will still need to apply physical measures, albeit
reluctantly.
We still see the need to reinforce a hierarchical differentiation between streets, for speed management
to work.
Combinations o f problems (objectives), types o f location, and types o f approach give rise to a
complex o f situations.
Attitudes and behaviour towards traffic behaviour in local streets deserve research attention,
especially in relation to clarifying and explaining the reasons for traffic management to residents and
ratepayers.
The community will continue to demand greater levels of safety and amenity. Professionals need to be
alert to real needs, which may not always be what the community "wants".
Is it now time to extend the philosophy and application o f general speed detection and deterrence to
local streets, to see i f similar behavioural changes could be induced there?
There is some concern about excessive use o f enforcement and the implications o f over-regulation.
Institutional aspects (police and local government roles especially) need to be sorted out first.

W h e r e to now?
In summary, the future development most readily identified at the Workshop was the use o f monitoring,
detection and enforcement technologies. These, respectively, provide opportunities for:
Better description o f existing speed distributions
Advice to motorists exceeding desirable speed levels
Detection and penalties.
The group identified a possible research project on the effects o f 100% speeding detection, if it became
possible. There is a suspicion that 100% speed detection and deterrence would be very unpopular.
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•

L A T M a n d traffic calming

What we call LATM is clearly what most European local authorities call "traffic calming". But the scale
of traffic calming need not be limited to ''local areas". Local government and state road and traffic
authorities need to think seriously about their attitude to traffic impacts on arterials and sub-arterials; the
tools are there if the community has the will, and you have the stomach for it! (Perhaps we would benefit
from some case study information, and exchange of data on the effects o f technical options.)
However, keep reminding the community that "sustainable cities" will not be created through LATM! Nor,
according to evidence so far, will travel demand management (TDM) have much effect.
Rule 4
We are not omnipotent!
A C C E S S M A N A G E M E N T - N O L O N G E R UNQUESTIONED PRACTICE
The management o f frontages and driveways on traffic routes has also come into question. Victorian
planners and urban designers are now claiming that frontage development to arterials is preferable because
it supports "permeability" o f local networks (assumed to be intrinsically a "good thing"), is more
economical, integrates communities, looks better, has greater design potential, results in "supervision of
space" (and therefore increases pedestrian security), and has lower maintenance costs than access-managed
frontages. Now, I admit to having difficulty preventing myself from lampooning such statements, but I can
understand the underlying concerns about the poor image that has resulted from careless practice, and
about pedestrian security. Nevertheless, is the trade-off being demanded here a fully-informed one, and are
the key objectives (safety, cost and amenity) necessarily in conflict?
There are good reasons to examine access management practices. But road and traffic specialists ought to
be aware o f the very valid reasons (from safety, traffic and amenity viewpoints) for the various access
management practices adopted in new urban areas in many parts of the world, and should be informed and
empowered to place that knowledge into the debate on this issue. Despite this, Victoria has commenced a
formal public review o f access management practices.
The core o f the issue is "what are the facts o f the matter?" Planners are not trading off resident and
traveller safety against lower costs and what they perceive as a better visual environment, i f in fact they do
not know what the safety and efficiency implications are. But be prepared for the "so what" response when
you point out that a particular traffic arrangement is likely to result in more accidents. Knowledge and
values are not necessarily convergent, but we still need to be prepared to specify the likely consequences of
decisions. This is our contribution to any community discussion on social aspects o f technical practice.
Q U E S T I O N I N G L O C A L R O A D H I E R A R C H I E S - NEW TYPES O F NEIGHBOURHOOD
LAYOUT
Increasing rather than decreasing frontages to traffic routes is one aspect o f a wider urban design
philosophy which has gained considerable interest among American and Australian planners in recent
times: permeable (i.e. highly-connective) networks at the local scale. Under the banner o f "neo-traditional
neighbourhoods" and "transit-oriented development", the connective local grid and the rejection o f the culde-sac have become the template for most o f the new development ideas for suburbs which are almost
breathlessly promoted in the pages o f American plannning literature. One prominent American developerarchitect told an Australian planning audience "If you allow one cul-de-sac, you have lost the whole game".
What "game" is this? In essence, it is a movement to change the way we build suburbs, and it will involve
road and traffic authorities one way or another. There are multiple strands, such as promises to end
suburban sprawl (i.e. any development further out than where I live); measures to increase the viability and
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use o f public transport; lower cost development; reduction in car use and therefore greenhouse gas
emissions; better urban design; a return to old-fashioned neighbourhoods; and so on. It is a "big ask" for
physical planning and perhaps is a notable example o f faith in physical determinism (the belief that human
behaviour will change predictably in response to the physical environment provided). We do not have time
to explore the many good and dubious aspects o f this movement, but I want to discuss it briefly to alert you
to a widely-touted piece o f misinformation which you should be prepared to refute when it comes up.
In 1993, the Victorian Department o f Planning and Urban Development released a report on the
Greenhouse Neighbourhood project which had been completed by consultants quite some time before.
There are many aspects o f this controversial study that deserve professional attention, including its finding
that substantial reductions in car-related CO2 emission per dwelling could be achieved by adopting some
aspects o f "traditional neighbourhood" designs (note my emphasis). The client had specified such layouts
as comprising: higher densities, mixture o f land uses, and a permeable (i.e. internally connective) street
network described as follows: "The street network was o f an interconnected grid pattern offering greater
and more direct route choice, with cross intersections being common."
Given that this was a contribution to efforts to reduce Australia's greenhouse gases, this was apparently a
significant finding. Two things are noteworthy in the present context.
Firstly, the study was not asked to attend to the road safety aspects o f local design. No comment was
made about the large increase in intersection accident exposure in grid networks. The findings of earlier
studies which outlined planning and design principles for safer neighbourhoods were ignored. There is a
suggestion that the likely problems arising from local grid networks (amenity as well as safety) were
effectively neutralised by assuming that they could be solved i f and when they arose. The Victorian Code
for Residential Development (VicCode), which had already been published, prescribes internally and
externally connective street networks as a performance criterion for new developments, and relies on
"traffic management to restrain vehicle speed and deter through traffic" that is, the traffic engineers will
fix up any problems later.
Secondly, analyses o f this type have to rely on heroic assumptions about travel choices. Even so, within
the limits o f the tools used, the consultants could not demonstrate a reduction in levels o f CO2 as a result
o f changes in the nature o f the local network, other things being held equal. This is quite clear from their
report. Yet the official summary o f the consultants' work states that the study showed "that savings o f up
to 57 per cent in transport energy use were possible by increasing residential density, local activity and
employment opportunities, and providing a network o f connected streets" - the latter being the very
component specifically excluded by the consultants from the list o f effective characteristics.
If you were concerned about local road safety, knowing that the nature of the network was the key
characteristic, would you be excused for accepting the Department's statement at face value and concluding
that you were faced with a trade-off between greenhouse gas reduction and inbuilt safety when you design
o r have a say on local networks? I should expect you would. This is doubly so in view o f the fact that
planners have continued to cite this study as an objective substantiation for connective or grid networks in
neighbourhoods (and the creation o f closely-spaced intersections with arterials), and as validation of the
ideological prescription o f such layouts in VicCode. See how careful we have to be in accepting even what
appears to be a quantified piece o f information.
Rule 5:
Don't believe everything you read! And alert others to misinformation.
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T A K E - A W A Y MESSAGE
What are the implications o f these developments for our established values, objectives and practices? Am
you nervous at the thought that there are no absolutes, either in terms o f objectives o r in the ways you
practice your craft? You will have to decide for yourself what your response should be in specific cases,
but the two dominant messages that stand out for me are:
1.

We cannot decide what are the "absolutes" on behalf o f society. There are few go/no go situations
in traffic planning and management, and it is not for us to decide in isolation where the balance
between competing objectives should lie.

2.

However, we should be able to inform decision makers and the community what the trade-offs are what are the likely consequences o f various policies and options. We should also be clear about
the best ways o f achieving objectives (e.g. a safer road) through the details which we implement.
And we should make sure that information is truthfully presented.

In other words, we should throw away our crutches (rule books) but not our integrity o r our expertise as
informed innovators.
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N E E D F O R CHANGE
Mechanistic pavement design methods are widely used in this country in order to optimise
design. The effectiveness o f the design thus relies heavily on the accuracy and relevance of
input information.
For a number o f years, there has been guarded recognition that asphalt mix design methods
and specifications have not necessarily resulted in a product that meets the needs o f roads of
today.
Not only is Australian asphalt manufactured from a wide variety o f raw materials, recent
years have seen a significant change in pavement loading regimes. Consistent with world
wide trends, roads throughout this country have experienced a significant increase in the
number o f commercial vehicles, higher axle loads and increased tyre pressures. In attempting
to cope with these changes in a mechanistic design has highlighted the need to use of
fundamental engineering materials properties rather than the more traditional empirical
material properties.
BACKGROUND
Current Australian asphalt specifications are based on the Marshall Method or the Modified
Hubbard Field Method o f mix design, and are empirical in nature. Both tests involve
compacting briquettes (102 m m dia by 63 m m high for Marshall and
152 m m dia by 75 m m high for Hubbard Field) and then forcing these briquettes though a
ring o f slightly smaller inside diameter than the briquette. The Marshall Method which was
further developed by the US Corp o f Engineers, dates from the early 1940s. The Modified
Hubbard Field Method, which is the basis o f RTA-NSW specifications, is derived from the
method developed by the US Corp o f Engineers for airfield pavements.
Empirical asphalt design methods have been criticised for their limitations in a number of
areas:
•

the specimens are not representative o f the asphalt as laid in the field

•

not based on fundamental engineering properties

•

there are inadequate criteria for acceptance

•

the tests are often used for conditions beyond those for which they were developed
because there is no fundamental understanding o f the test.

•

full advantage is not able to be taken o f modified bitumens and additives, such as fibres
etc.

•

Marshall moulds not suited to the trend towards larger nominal size mixes.

Since about 1988, there has been considerable activity aimed at the development o f more
appropriate specifications and mix design. Some o f the most notable overseas programs are
SHRP in the USA, Nottingham University in the U K and other European countries. In
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Australia, road authorities, including the RTA-NSW have, through AUSTROADS,
participated in APRG and NARC development work, as well as independent asphalt research
and development.
In 1989/90, a Nottingham Asphalt Tester (NAT) was brought to Australia for evaluation. By
late 1990, the first MATerials Testing Apparatus (MATTA) had been developed in Australia
and the MATTA has since been used to carry out asphalt research and development in the
areas of:
•

resilient modulus testing

•

static or repeated load creep testing

•

fatigue testing

•

development o f testing equipment.

These machines aim to determine fundamental engineering properties which should enable
better mix design and better evaluation o f asphalt pavement performance. Characterisation of
asphalt mixes using MATTA is discussed later in this paper.
THE EXISTING ASPHALT SPECIFICATION
The RTA-NSW Specification R47 was developed in response to the need for Quality
Assurance in asphalt production and paving. It relies on prediction o f performance based on
empirical relationships.
The current R47 is a methods type o f specification which is performance related. The
specification is highly prescriptive and o f the type where the road owner relies on his own
predictions o f performance and carries all the risk associated with performance once the
Contractor has fulfilled the basic contractual obligations.
THE N E W ASPHALT SPECIFICATION
The new asphalt specification (and corresponding mix design method), should be such as to
assist the RTA-NSW to achieve its objectives o f ensuring "the road network [is] maintained
in acceptable condition at minimum whole o f life cost", and in traffic efficiency terms, of
ensuring "reduced transport costs and improved vehicle productivity"3. The specification
will be performance based and be suitable for use in contracts which define a more equitable
degree o f risk sharing than at present.
Achieving a full Performance Based Specification is seen as a developmental process within
a QA environment requiring a staged cooperative approach by road agencies and industry.
(See Appendix 1 for definition o f specification types)
The first stage o f the development o f the specification involves production o f an E n d Result
Specification based on R47. This would be a less prescriptive performance related
specification, but one in which the owner still relies on his own predictions o f performance.
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The development o f the performance based asphalt specification relies on a number of
elements:
•

appropriate pavement and mix design methods, and test regimes

•

an understanding and acceptance o f the process by all concerned parties

•

the development o f an appropriate contractual and financial framework.

The specification should focus on performance o f the asphalt in service rather than meeting
future performance as predicted at the time of construction. The prescriptive aspects o f this
type o f specification are minimal with the Contractor responsible for mix design and process
control. Actual performance is warranted on specific criteria for the design life, and separate
long term arrangements may exist for corrective action.
STRUCTURE O F N E W ASPHALT SPECIFICATION
The new RTA-NSW asphalt specifications will pay much greater attention to the design of
asphalt. This is an area in which the whole industry has not performed well in recent years,
and one o f significant quality improvement potential. A thorough understanding and
knowledge o f asphalt properties is necessary and to this end, it will be incumbent on
Contractors to characterise each o f their current asphalt mixes as well as those which are
developed in the future.
Specifications will still be structured in an order consistent with the process (design,
manufacturing, transport, laying, etc) as this facilitates an appreciation for the meaning o f the
specification and hence, better contract administration.
MIX CHARACTERISATION
Under the new specification, mixes will be characterised in terms o f modulus, creep and
fatigue. AUSTROADS through its National Asphalt Research Committees (NARC) is
developing test equipment and test methods to measure these properties. The Australian
developments are generally seen as less complex and more affordable than those in Europe
and America although focussing on the same fundamental properties.
Part o f this development involves the correlation o f test data with field performance and, to
this end, both AUSTROADS and manufacturers o f bituminous products are conducting field
trials with the Accelerated Loading Facility (ALF). In addition to this, there are still many
challenges to be met in writing specifications in which the output o f a test is used to define
tangible properties in contractually unambiguous terms.
SAMPLE PREPARATION
The most important factor in characterising mixes is considered to be the preparation o f the
sample. The asphalt sample may be drawn from either the manufacturing process or from the
road.
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Sample preparation is critical because the properties o f the mix change with time, temperature
and degree o f compaction and the quantum o f change in a sample must be controlled, or at
least known, i f it is to effectively represent the asphalt product at a given age.
The consistency o f sample preparation using the Modified Hubbard Field hand compaction
procedure has often been questioned and believed to account for the variability in test results.
Again, in keeping with worldwide developments, Australia has opted for a mechanised
sample compaction procedure.
It must be strongly emphasised that sample preparation and conditioning is a highly sensitive
process. Moulds must be loaded without segregation, samples accurately sized, oven times
and temperatures closely controlled and air voids tightly controlled. This list continues to
grow as researchers work to achieve an acceptable degree o f precision in the testing regime.
GYROPAC is a gyratory compaction device which has been developed for the purpose of
producing consistent samples when used in conjunction with strict sample preparation and
conditioning procedures.
Consideration is also being given to the use o f GYROPAC as a mix characterisation tool.
The rate at which a mix compacts and the limit o f air voids achieved is believed to relate to
compactability/workability and may in some way give an indication o f the effectiveness of
the aggregate-shape/volumetrics o f the mix. Thus, whilst there is currently varying opinion
on this matter, it is thought that such information may at least be used in conjunction with the
dynamic creep test for characterisation of mixes in respect o f deformation (rutting).
MODULUS
Modulus defines the stiffness o f a mix and is primarily dependent on ageing, temperature and
degree o f compaction. It is o f particular interest to pavement designers who currently use the
Shell Nomographs to determine modulus for input to pavement design. Modulus may or may
not be relevant in an asphalt specification depending on whether or not the contract allows for
variation in layer thickness or surface level.
Modulus is measured by indirect tensile test which may be conducted in a MATTA test
machine. Resilient modulus which is the ratio o f stress to recoverable strain has been
selected as the standard and within the test parameters, is accurately measured. The NARC
Committee o f AUSTROADS has agreed on the following typical minimum laboratory
resilient moduli.

Application

Class C170

Class C320

Wearing

2200 MPa

course
Intermediate
or base
course
Fatigue

AB2

AB6

3000 MPa

Multi-grade or
Class C600
4000 MPa

3000 MPa

2000 MPa

3000 MPa

4000 MPa

5000 MPa

4000 MPa

2000 MPa

2200 MPa

3000 MPa

4000 MPa

3000 MPa

2000 MPa

course
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As an aside, there is currently some debate as to whether or not complex modulus would be a
more appropriate measure because it takes account o f both viscous and elastic properties of
the mix. Complex modulus is where the delay or phase angle between strain arising from
stress in a visco-elastic material is taken into account and is considered to be a more useful
tool by some researchers.
D Y N A M I C CREEP
Rutting in asphalt is a problem which is currently the focus o f major worldwide research
effort. Dynamic creep indicates one aspect o f potential for rutting and in this respect, the
current test is generally regarded as a method o f ranking the performance o f the binder.
Dynamic creep tests are used in both European and American mix characterisation systems.
The Australian test is simple and straightforward with the current developments focussing on:
•
•
•
•
•

loading/unloading cycle time
test temperature
size and proportions o f the sample
whether or not the sample should be confined
terms in which specifications should be expressed.

Asphalt pavement deformation trials were conducted by AUSTROADS in Summer 1993/94
at Beerburrum QLD to compare binders and correlate dynamic creep test results with field
performance under ALF. The trial generally confirmed expectations in regard to binder
ranking and served to highlight the sensitivity o f the dynamic creep test to mix design,
process control, sample preparation and test temperature. Further ALF trials will be
conducted at Beerburrum this summer by the producers o f bituminous products.
A longstanding proposal has been to specify dynamic creep in terms o f minimum creep slope
but following analysis o f Beerburrum results and other tests, this proposal may need to be
reviewed. At this stage however, the NARC Committee o f AUSTROADS has agreed on the
following typical minimum laboratory dynamic creep slopes.
WMAPT *
more than 30
20 to 30
10 to 20

_

Heavy
<0.5
<1
<2

Medium
0.5 - 3
1-6
2 - 10

Light
>3-6
> 6 - 10
Not applicable

* Weighted Mean Annual Pavement Temperature (°C)

Category

Explanation

Heavy

Stop/start, climbing lanes, slow moving traffic
Traffic>5x106 ESA (>600 Commercial vehicles per lane per day)

Medium

Traffic moving at a speed greater than slow
Traffic>5x105 ESA (>100 Commercial vehicles per lane per day)
Stop/start, climbing lanes, slow moving traffic

or
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Traffic<5x105 ESA (<100 Commercial vehicles per lane
per day)
Light

Traffic moving at a speed greater than slow
Traffic<5x105 ESA (<100 Commercial vehicles
per lane per day).

FATIGUE
Until now estimates o f fatigue life have been made on the basis o f the Shell formula and
process control in the asphalt has generally been based on criteria aimed at ensuring adequate
binder film thickness.
As with the other engineering properties o f asphalt, attempts are now being made to measure
this property directly on the basis o f a beam bending test. Equipment has been developed in
Australia for use in conjunction with the MATTA test machine and development o f a test
method and specification is proceeding. SHRP test M-009 was selected as the starting point
for Australian development and RTA-NSW is represented on the NARC Committee.
SUMMARY
The achievement o f the full Performance Based Asphalt Specification is still a fair way off
but deliberate and positive steps are being made towards this ultimate goal through the
implementation o f recent R&D developments in a Performance Related Asphalt
Specification.
This will result in the characterisation o f asphalt mixes in terms of
fundamental engineering properties, thus giving a more reliable and flexible basis for both
pavement and product design and in turn resulting in short and long term performance and
financial benefits.
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APPENDIX 1
TYPICAL SPECIFICATION CHARACTERISTICS
Specification Genus

Specification Type

PERFORMANCE
BASED

PERFORMANCE RELATED

METHODS
SPECIFICATION

END-RESULT
SPECIFICATION

PREDICTED
PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATION

PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATION

Highly prescriptive
and owner relying on
his own predictions
o f performance

Less prescriptive but
owner still relying on
his own predictions
o f performance

Prediction of
performance is part
o f the contract and
payment is linked to
the prediction

Major focus is on
actual performance.
Initial payment based
on end result type
assessment

Raw Materials Control

Agency

Agency

Contractor

Contractor

Mix Design Control

Agency

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor

Process Control

Agency/Contractor

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor

Lots

Usually not used

Yes, uniform const.
run

Yes, uniform const.
run

Yes, uniform const.
run

Sampling

"Representative" or
arbitary plan often
based on
Superintendent's
discretion

Random locations,
frequency based on
sampling theory

Random locations,
frequency based on
sampling theory

Combination of
sampling theory
(random locations)
and measurement of
actual performance

T y p e o f Acceptance
Tests

May or may not be
specifically based on
product performance

May o r may not be
specifically based on
product performance

Directly related to
performance
(prediction models)

Based on actual
performance.

Acceptance

By Agency, often
from a single sample

By Agency, from
samples obtained
prior to placement or
from in-situ

By Agency, from
samples obtained
prior to placement
orfrom in-situ

Minimal by Agency
at time of
construction

Equipment

Agency specifies

Agency allows wider
range o f equipment

Few prescriptions

No prescription

Specification
Characteristic

usage
P a y a d j u s t m e n t (+/-)

Usually only
deductions ( i f used at
all).

Usually only
deductions (if used at
all).

Required. Based on
predicted
performance and
LCC analysis.

No

Warranty

No

No, may be a short
defects liability
period only

No, may be a short
defects liability
period only

Yes. On specified
criteria for period of
design life
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This presentation uses the Customer Supplier Relationship as a basis to outline the main
concepts underlying the surveillance o f Quality Assured Contracts. These concepts are then
directly applicable to asphalt contracts. The presentation has two main sections; the
obligations on the Supplier and the obligations on the Customer.
SECTION ONE - OBLIGATIONS ON THE SUPPLIER
To highlight the first section, I have framed it as i f I were addressing the asphalt industry.
With such an opportunity, I would ask the asphalt industry this question, "How will you as an
industry, give me confidence?" Or putting it in other words, "How will you assure me that
you have supplied the product and services that I have requested in the Specification?"
The acceptable answer to that question will involve these four documents:
Inspection and Test Plan
Manufacture/Construct Procedures
Special Processes
Audit Procedures
These are the documents required by AS2990, and the proper performance o f the work in
accordance with this quality system will probably satisfy me that the work is o f the quality
standard that has been specified. But like the Demtel advertisements, "There is more!"
The "MORE" that I look for are these:
The process must be controlled. Now this is just a statement o f the obvious; o f course
it must be controlled. What I am getting at is that under a Quality System o f work, it
is not just the end product we are looking at, we carry out surveillance o f the
PROCESS. Our attention is not just on the product, we are looking to the Contractor
to assure us the process is under control. It is simply inadequate to look only at the
end product.
Maintain the validity o f the conformance testing. By this I am referring to the fact
that Quality Assured works rest on the assumption that the process is controlled
resulting in a homogeneous product and that the random sampling o f the product
gives a reliable measure o f assurance to the customer. Now i f this assumption is not
true, i f the process is not under control and the product is non-homogeneous, then the
random sampling means nothing. Similarly i f the sampling is not truly random, then
the testing may be meaningless.
Report and dispose o f non-conformances. This is where reality overtakes the work.
N o project ever proceeds perfectly. There will always be hiccoughs, Murphy's Law
will always function. It is unreasonable for a Customer to require perfection o f a
Supplier, and it is unbelievable for a Supplier to claim it. The N C R is how the
Customer and Supplier systematically talk about and determine what is acceptable on
the project. It is absolutely vital to the integrity o f the process that non-conformances
be detected and declared by the Contractor promptly.
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The question I am addressing is, "How will the asphalt industry provide me with assurance?"
These are the ways, but there is still more. Continuing improvement is the final way I am
looking for assurance. Not only am I looking for the industry to have all these things I have
mentioned in place, but I want to see the industry continually striving to improve. I want to
see them continually dissatisfied with where they are currently with their system; and this
leads us straight to the Non-Conformance Report. It is this report that really spurs continual
improvement because it is here that non-conformances are detected, that the remedial action
is reported and the long term preventive action is documented.
SECTION TWO - OBLIGATIONS ON THE CUSTOMER
It is now appropriate to shift the focus to the Customer, and this is the second section.
The primary obligations are to:
• inform the Supplier o f what the Customer really wants
• inform himself o f what he really wants and what is technically feasible
• actively carry out surveillance and audit
The first two points relate to tender document preparation which is worth a session on its
own, but I work on the principle that every hour I spend getting the tender documents right
saves me four hours o f disputes and issuing variations later.
The issue I specifically wish to address now is:
What are the tools that the customer has available to ensure that the work is
performed to the agreed standard?
The Australian Standard can hardly be more clear; in Clause 1.4.1(c) o f As 2990, it states,
"The Customer shall carry out surveillance and audit as and when required to ensure that the
Contractor is conforming to the Standard. I am not intending to discuss audit because that is
a formal course and has formal recognition, but let me make some comments about
surveillance. It is my observation that surveillance is what makes a quality assured contract
work. In particular, let me indicate what are the responses available to a customer when
things go wrong on a quality assured contract - and they will.
The available responses are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Do nothing
Mention to the supplier
Orally ask for an NCR
Issue a formal, written CAR
Issue a formal, written CAR with a HOLD POINT
Formal intervention by the Superintendent
Emergency Action
Default o f Contract
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CONCLUSION
The message I have tried to deliver today is that Quality Assured contracts, especially asphalt
contracts, place obligations on both the Customer and the Supplier and the contracts simply
will not work i f either o f the parties abdicate or even misunderstand their responsibilities. I
have attempted to summarise the concepts that underlie this kind o f work.
There are a number o f practical issues that may be discussed but they will have to wait for
another day.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Asphalt is very much a recyclable material, particularly i f advantage is taken o f the valuable
bitumen binder component in reconstitution into a new bituminous bound material.
Asphalt can be recycled in a variety o f hot and cold processes including:
•
•
•
•
•

Proportion o f reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP), in the manufacture o f new hot mix asphalt.
Hot in place recycling
Cold in place recycling
Cold recycling in off-site mixing plant
Cold recycling through on-site combined mixing-paving unit

Each o f the above treatments has its place. This paper is concerned with the cold processes only,
each employing different equipment configurations as outlined below.

2. BACKGROUND
Cold Recycling is carried out extensively in North America, often using large recycling trains
capable o f high outputs and low unit costs. The difficulty in translating such technology to
Australia is in supporting high productivity machinery in a small specialty market segment.
Lower productivity means higher costs and that in turn raises the expectations o f performance.
The first serious attempt at cold recycling in Australia was made in Victoria in the mid 1980's. A
scaled down recycling train was built by converting a pavement profiler to incorporate a pugmill
mixer and asphalt paver screed. The main disadvantage o f that arrangement was the difficulty in
regulating the flow o f material to the paver screed, particularly at the start and finish o f a run.
In the late 1980's Readymix, Victoria, in conjunction with SAMI Pty Ltd. commenced work on
verification o f cold recycled asphalt performance as a preliminary to investment in equipment for
full scale production. This was done by mixing materials off site, and placing via conventional
paving equipment.
The first major trial was done on Para Road in the Shire o f Diamond Valley in November, 1990.
The second trial was done for Vic Roads on the Calder Highway at Keilor in February, 1993.
Observations arising from the field trials form the basis o f this paper.
Following on from these initial trials, late in 1993 SAMI commissioned the first mobile MixPaver unit in Australia, and during the past year has carried out further development works in the
Sydney and Newcastle regions with various Councils and the RTA-NSW.

3. RECYCLING PROCESS
On all projects to date, RAP has been taken from stockpiles o f material milled from other sites.
Greater degrees o f economy can be obtained from cold recycling i f the entire process o f crushing,
screening and mixing is carried out on site, thereby eliminating the cost o f transporting materials
to and from a central processing point. On-site processing however, requires adequate space close
to the site and reasonable sized projects to cover establishment costs.
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Milling

3.1

For off-site processing, standard rotomill equipment is used. The milled material is transported to
a stockpile site ready for screening and/or re-crushing.
In-situ processes require modification of the milling operation to ensure adequate pulverisation of
the RAP.
3.2

Crushing and Screening

The milled RAP is crushed and screened to a maximum size o f 14-20mm. In this process there is
very little crushing o f coarse aggregate particles, the aim being to substantially shred the asphalt
into its original graded components.
Separate re-crushing operations generally provide an advantage over most in-situ processes in the
consistency and degree o f pulverisation. A well graded and separated material not only ensures
maximum surface area for uniform dispersion o f recycling agent, but is an important aid to
workability for placing and compaction.
Compacted density is an important factor in
performance.
The screened/crushed RAP is stockpiled ready for mixing, or transfer to the on-site Mixer-Paver.
On the trial projects, mix designs and optimisation o f added components were determined on
samples from stockpiled RAP.
3.3

"Raw" Material (RAP) Requirements

Experience indicates some variability in grading o f recycled RAP materials has little effect o n the
resulting performance o f these mixes. The main sensitivity being in the amount o f very fine
material (ie. -75um) and its effect on dispersion o f the new binder.
Where coarse gradings are grossly inadequate, the practise o f adding a proportion o f new
aggregates to correct the deficiency is quite common in North America. Problems o f binder
coating on the new aggregates and resultant ravelling o f the mix need to be carefully considered in
the mix design.
Some minor contamination o f the RAP with road-base materials can be tolerated, but again this
needs to be addressed in the mix design. Other contaminants such as clay particles, will usually
lead to surface defects or "pock" marks in the recycled pavement.
3.4

Mix Design and Selection o f Binder

The purpose o f mix design is to optimise the amount o f added binder. Moisture is also added to
assist in dispersion o f binder and facilitate workability. Moisture must not be so high as to
completely fill the voids in the compacted material and prevent proper compaction. The total
moisture is typically around 6-7%. Added binder is typically around 1-2%.
Types o f binder and relative performance include:
•

Proprietary rejuvenating agents - Both o f the Victorian trials included Cyclogen ME
(CME) supplied by SAMI. Rejuvenating agents react with the aged binder to restore
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binder viscosity. After a period of curing, the properties o f the recycled mix are
comparable to a normal hot mix asphalt.

3.5

•

Bitumen emulsion - The second Victorian trial also included a high float bitumen
emulsion (HFX) also supplied by SAM!. Bitumen emulsion has no effect on the viscosity
o f existing binder in the RAP. Measured short-term performance properties o f the
recycled asphalt are similar, however the longer term durability and flexibility o f the mix
may be reduced. One observable difference is in the texture o f the finished surface. Using
Cyclogen it was possible to produce a tightly textured surface suitable for trafficking
without further treatment. With bitumen emulsion the surface appears drier and some
ravelling may occur. Such surface finish may not be a problem i f a seal or further asphalt
layer is to be applied.

•

Foam bitumen - Like emulsion there is no effect on existing bitumen. In other respects,
performance is comparable to other recycling options. Added binder content o f about 2%
is required.

•

Combination Emulsion/Rejuvenating Agents - subsequent works in N S W have included
various proportions o f bitumen emulsions and rejuvenating agents to strike a balance of
early strength/trafficability and longer-term durability o f the recycled pavement. The type,
residual content and age o f the reclaimed asphalt binder, together with the specific
application requirements for the recycled pavement, are incorporated into mix design and
binder selection.
Mixing

Initial trials were done by blending and mixing through an asphalt mixing plant merely to
demonstrate the material capabilities. Subsequent works were done either through a purpose built
transportable mixing plant (off-site), or more recently through the on-site Mixer-Paving unit. Both
these mixing configurations provide for accurate metering and distribution o f the required
proportions o f RAP, recycling agent and moisture through a twin shaft pugmill mixer.
With the off-site mixing plant, the mixed materials are either loaded directly into trucks for
immediate use, or may be stockpiled for future use. Feed bins are also provided for potential
additional materials such as new aggregates, sand or filler, which can be blended into the mixture
at this stage.
The mobile Mixer-Paver possesses all the normal features o f a conventional paver, but also
utilises its own on-board storage o f binder, and the twin shaft pugmill for on-board mixing o f the
recycled asphalt immediately prior to paving through the auger and screed. This has proved useful
during works, as the RAP and binder materials are mixed only as needed, taking account o f any
site delays due to weather or equipment breakdowns, etc.
3.6

Stockpiling

In the Victorian trials, the mixed materials were used on the same day or stockpiled overnight.
When mixing off-site, generally the mixed recycled asphalt can be designed for stockpiling o f up
to several weeks, although it is important to maintain stockpile moisture during this time. On the
Calder Project, hot northerly winds on the day o f placing possibly caused some drying out and
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reduction in workability. In such conditions, the stockpile may need additional protection to avoid
excessive moisture loss.
These problems have been overcome in subsequent works with the Mixer-Paver where no
stockpiling o f mixed product has been necessary.
3.7

Paving and Compaction

Either conventional asphalt pavers or a mobile Mixer-Paver have been used in the various cold
recycled asphalt works as indicated above.
Some variation in compaction procedures have been used on the trial projects, although a greater
compactive effort than that normally associated with hot mix asphalt is generally required, to
ensure the desired levels o f density are achieved.
On part o f the Calder work, initial roller passes were made with a heavy multi-tyred roller. This
was intended to maximise density but resulted in some shape loss and roller marks that could not
be entirely removed by the following steel-drum roller. The shape would be acceptable in a base
layer but was unsatisfactory as a wearing course.
In subsequent works, use o f a steel-drum roller for initial passes, followed by the multi-tyred
roller for additional density and binding o f surface material has generally produced satisfactory
results. However, some surface damage due to roller pick-up on the tackier emulsion surface was
encountered in the RTA works at Mona Vale Road. These patches were repaired on the night of
works, and although leaving a "flushed" appearance (due to extra tack coat), have not deteriorated
since.
3.8

Opening to Traffic and Initial Field Observations

Ideally the materials should be left for 1-2 hours before opening to traffic, and then maintained for
at least a few weeks without a seal or asphalt surface to provide maximum opportunity for
moisture reduction and curing.
On the Calder Project, the work had to be opened to traffic immediately after placing. Some
ravelling occurred in the HFX section. A decision was made the next day to immediately place a
seal over the whole o f the work. At that stage the CME portion was in good condition, with no
sign o f ravelling, and should not have needed the seal.
Recycled asphalt on Para Road was surfaced with a sprayed seal three weeks after initial placing.
The seal was placed due to the appearance o f surface shrinkage cracks. Following the seal there
was no further cracking observed. The asphalt wearing course was placed nearly two years later.
In the following N S W works, various means o f curing have been applied to most economically
meet the varying trafficability requirements with generally good success. Although some ravelling
has been encountered on the heavier trafficked roads. In these main road applications, heating
equipment has been introduced into the process to attain maximum accelerated drying out and
curing o f the pavement, and allowed immediate opening to peak-hour traffic.
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4.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING OF FIELD TRIALS

4.1

Para Road - Diamond Valley, Victoria

The existing pavement consisted o f about 110mm o f asphalt over 150mm o f crushed rock. This
pavement structure had inadequate strength for current traffic (25,000 vehicles per day) and the
asphalt was showing considerable cracking and distress.
The Council rehabilitation proposal was to remove the existing pavement to a depth o f 170mm
and replace with asphalt to create a deep strength asphalt pavement. The recycling alternative was
to use 135mm o f cold recycled RAP with a wearing course o f 35mm o f asphalt. This showed
savings o f the order o f 20% over the full hot mix asphalt alternative.
Initial deflection testing after construction, showed higher deflections in the recycled pavement
but within six months similar pavement deflections were obtained from both new asphalt and
recycled pavements. Four years later, the job is in excellent condition. Testing the pavement
cores after two years gave modulus comparable to asphalt with Class 170 binder.
4.2

Calder Highway - Keilor, Victoria

The pavement consisted o f 125mm o f asphalt over 300mm o f crushed rock base. The pavement
was generally sound but had poor riding quality due to movement and volume change of
underlying expansive clays. The Vic Roads proposal was to remove 50mm o f asphalt from one
lane only and replace with hot mix asphalt.
The recycling alternative was to use cold recycled RAP in place o f hot mix asphalt. Two recycling
binders were used with some difference in initial surface characteristics as indicated above.
Apart from the initial surface finish problems, there has been no shape loss or rutting in any o f the
recycled materials. The haste to apply the seal, however, probably contributed to slowing down
the rate o f cure. It was over a year before an intact core could be taken from the pavement for
testing. This material is now indistinguishable from new sound asphalt.
4.3

Various Sydney & Newcastle Council Projects

The initial cold recycled asphalt projects utilising the mobile mixer-paving unit in Sydney, were
typically overlay applications on residential roads attempting to correct poor shape and/or badly
cracked aged pavements.
No special curing mechanism was applied, and as such some minor ravelling in areas o f tight
screwing/turning vehicles occurred during the first few hours o f trafficking. Steps to accelerate
curing or protect the new recycled surface with an appropriate fog seal have generally overcome
these problems in later works.
4.4

Mona Vale Road/Wakehurst Parkway - RTA (NSW)

The RTA works commencing in mid 1993 and completed in January 1994, consisted o f a
combination o f mill and resheet or overlay works to a depth o f 75mm. A performance-based
specification was prepared specifically for these works to indicate some initial targets only for
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key performance parameters (eg. rideability, rutting, deflection/curvature, and surface
cracking/defects), taking account o f the early stage o f development and stop/start nature o f the
trials. It was also recognised at this stage, that traditional prescriptive specifications based on hotmix asphalt were not appropriate to cold recycled mixes.
Although not structurally required, the depth o f 75mm was selected to allow the taking o f cores
for modulus testing, and concurrent monitoring o f viscosity was undertaken. A layer depth more
appropriate to the 1 Ornm nominal RAP/stone size would in retrospect have further improved the
mix stability and rideability/rutting results even though targets were met.
In the first section o f works (performed with off-site mixing in wet winter conditions June/July
93), resultant curing/ravelling problems under heavy traffic led to an AC capping being applied.
Process revisions were developed for subsequent sections, including revised binder formulations,
the use o f on-site mixing through the mobile mix-paver, the introduction o f accelerated curing via
heating tailored to the binder, and recompaction for improved density.
These measures allowed paving and immediate trafficability o f the cold recycled asphalt as a
wearing course in the seven lane kilometres o f pavement subsequently laid. After almost a year of
monitoring now, all performance criteria have been substantially met.
4.5

Design & Performance Comparisons to Conventional Hot-Mix Asphalt

Inevitably the comparisons are initially made to conventional hot-mix asphaltic concrete.
However, the above trial works in Australia have served to reinforce previous overseas
experience, that the same design and performance principles do not always apply and we should
be careful in drawing conclusions based on hot-mix asphalt experience.
As already indicated, freshly placed mixes have little apparent cohesive strength (the surface can
be more easily dug into with a key or boot heel), but during the curing phase perform more
similarly to a fully flexible pavement. As such however, overseas experience indicates they will
perform for many years under higher tolerable deflections than hot-mix will allow.
Another consequence o f this, is that the same level o f improvement in deflection/curvature is not
normally achieved (nor should be expected). Testing confirms that the cold recycled asphalt will
eventually gain strength and deflection performance comparable to new hot-mix asphalt.
The modulus and binder viscosity results in the Australian works to date also support these
findings.
Desirable compaction for the cold recycled mixes would appear to produce a density range of
2.05-2.15 kg/m3 and air voids o f 10-15%, dependent upon the pavement application. This
obviously varies significantly from hot-mix criteria, and provides economic density advantages.
Increased binder film thickness on the aggregates made possible through the cold emulsion binder
technology, contributes to the performance and flexibility o f the recycled mixes.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

The primary conclusion is that asphalt can be successfully recycled using the cold processes
described in this paper. The most suitable process and design parameters will depend upon the
particular pavement application.
There are a number o f important factors in the successful Cold Recycling o f Asphalt as detailed
above. In summary these include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Satisfactory pulverisation o f the existing asphalt;
Careful mix design including the selection o f binder type and quantity;
Control o f moisture content
Accurate and consistent dispersal and mixing o f recycling binder
Compacted density
Rate o f curing suited to trafficability requirements

All these factors can be controlled to produce sound materials with long-term performance
characteristics equivalent to new hot-mix asphalt.
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INTRODUCTION

1.

Waste building products are acknowledged world-wide as a major potential source of
pavement materials. The RTA, as part of its Environmental Vision, is committed to
encouraging the development o f such sources. However, not all such materials are suitable
for the purpose. Most work on recycling for pavements is based on the use o f concrete as the
source material. The same approach will be followed here.
In general, the best source is uniform quality concrete. The least suitable is mixed building
rubble. This paper will also consider concrete road pavements as falling within the definition
o f "building products".
As a source o f pavement materials, recycled building products will exist in a very competitive
marketplace, along with:
-

crushed rock products, from the traditional quarrying industry

-

recycling o f industry waste (eg slag products, coal waste), which is already well
established in the Newcastle-Sydney-Wollongong area

Given the increasing (and entirely justified) emphasis on whole-of-life costing as a basis for
comparison in pavement design, suppliers o f all o f these products are also in competition with
in situ recycling o f pavement materials.

2.

CURRENT POSITION

Recycling o f building products as pavement material is still in its infancy in NSW and is
entirely concentrated in the Sydney area. There are about half a dozen suppliers. These come
from a variety o f backgrounds:
demolition contractors
small quarry operators
plant suppliers
The common feature is a good knowledge of at least one part o f the industry - either the
sources o f the materials or the processing technology. Knowledge o f the ultimate use o f the
products and their technical requirements is much more limited.
As far as use in pavements is concerned, the main potential is as base and sub-base materials
in granular pavements (bound and unbound) and as aggregate in sub-base and base concrete
in rigid pavements. A pilot testing programme (jointly funded by the Environmental
Protection Agency) was undertaken with three o f the suppliers in 1993 to early 1994, to
establish the properties o f the material currently being produced.
Revised specifications allow for the use o f recycled materials in pavement applications. In
general these have not meant major changes to the requirements specified for quarried
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aggregates. In the case o f use for new concrete, some additional constraints on both the
materials and the mix design are necessary.

RESULTS OF JOINT RTA - EPA STUDY

3.

This was undertaken on material which was nominally "DGB20" and represented the material
which could currently be supplied as base by three o f the Sydney suppliers. A comprehensive
testing programme was undertaken on samples representing several months production. The
results revealed the following:
-

-

the products generally meet current durability (wet strength and wet/dry strength
variation) test requirements for granular bases. Some other durability test results (Los
Angeles and sulphate soundness) were not as good. This reflects loss o f mortar from
stone surfaces and these tests are probably not appropriate.
the products generally do not meet specification requirements based on grading (Table
1 o f RTA Specification 3051 and 3052)

-

the products generally meet requirements based on shear strength for low traffic
categories. Texas Triaxial Classification numbers o f 2.6 - 2.9 were typical. There is
potential for better results - one sample reached a Classification No. o f 2.2 and had a
noticeably better grading.

-

there is considerable variation in grading between samples. This is sufficient to cause
problems i f it occurred in supply under a single contract. It probably represents the
results o f intermittent production and varying sources.

-

contamination levels are generally high, predominantly due to high brick contents, but
vary greatly between suppliers. Light impurities (plastic, paper, wood etc) are also a
problem in some cases. This level o f contamination would prevent use in base
concrete (in all cases) and sub-base (in most cases).

4.

MAJOR ISSUES FACING THE INDUSTRY.

a)

The need to limit contamination o f the source materials.
The possible variety o f contaminants is endless, but the main ones are:
steel
-

joint sealers, expansion joints etc

-

other embedded or bonded materials (pipes, wiring, surface treatments)

-

brick and masonry (including mortar)

-

timber
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roofing materials
wall cladding and interior linings
glass
soil
chemicals
plastics and other rubbish
Several o f these are very deleterious in concrete and specific limits must be placed on
them. They are best dealt with, as far as possible, by exclusion from the feed.
Removal later in the process is expensive and difficult to carry out effectively. Some
contaminants are potential health risks (eg some chemicals, asbestos sheeting).
Others are deleterious to the plant or interfere with efficient processing. Still others
adversely effect the performance o f the final product.
The revised RTA Specification 1206 - Supply and Delivery o f Readymixed Concrete
for Road Pavements - contains limitations on contaminants, o f which the most
significant are on brick content (max 1% for base and 5% for sub-base).
b)

The need to control use o f different source materials so that consistent products can be
produced.
-

concrete varies enormously in quality (it has roughly the same strength range as
Hawkesbury Sandstone). There are many different types o f aggregates, cements
and admixtures. Some o f these would not be acceptable for use in new concrete.

-

each discrete source will be unique and may contain several different grades of
concrete, made from different aggregates and with different cements

-

the nature and extent o f any contamination will also vary

-

the quantity available from each source will vary, as will the rate and consistency
o f supply.

The overall impact is a fairly large, but well defined range o f possible quality in the
feed (contamination excepted), but great variability within that range.
c)

Variety o f products

current products are defined by size and proposed use and are not closely related to
specification requirements.
-

specifications have different requirements for base materials (depending on traffic
volumes and whether bound or not). The less demanding the application, the less
stringent the requirements.
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-

-

-

there is a need to produce materials which meet specification requirements. There
are several ways o f doing this and the most promising (for granular materials) is
via the shear strength approach (Table 2 o f RTA specifications 3051 and 3052).
Current products meet these requirements for sub-base and for base in the lowest
traffic class.
the present level o f source selection and processing means that sub-base and low
traffic base materials are the classes o f material currently within the reach o f most
suppliers.
meeting the requirements for the higher traffic classes will demand much more
careful selection o f feed and probably more complex processing than is currently
being undertaken.

Overall this implies the need for space to stockpile different quality feedstock and
different products.
d)

The need to ensure adequate capacity to supply large contracts.
-

contract road construction requires the supply o f large quantities o f product, often
over a short period o f time. The product must also be in a condition to be
compacted on arrival, with a minimum o f moisture content adjustment.

-

this implies the need for large stockpile areas for either selected feedstock or for
the crushed products. The nature o f the feed supply precludes being able to
supply a high quality product simply by crushing whatever material becomes
available, even i f the quantities coming in were sufficient (which also cannot be
guarantied). Current methods do not give sufficient uniformity o f product.

Lack o f ability to do these things is a major limitation on the establishment o f the
recycling industry as a major supplier o f pavement materials.
e)

Environmental considerations.
This may seem a strange thing to be raising when talking about recycling (generally
assumed to be entirely environmentally friendly, by definition). However, while there
are obvious benefits in reusing building materials, there are other considerations
which need to be addressed before the industry can become a major force in supplying
pavement materials.
-

the market is not a "high growth" area. Any major expansion in the use of
recycled products will be at the expense o f the competing sources. These will
never be eliminated, as they supply materials which the recycling industry cannot
supply, and in many areas have an economic advantage because o f haulage costs.
However, a reduced market share may result in increased prices for these products,
especially the ones recycling does not produce. The quarrying industry has a high
proportion o f fixed capital costs.
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-

some o f the competing products are also recycled (eg slag products and coal
waste). Replacing them with recycled building materials may provide no net
environmental benefit (although there may be an economic advantage).

-

effective recycling means the establishment o f a fairly large scale crushing
industry within the urban environment. While there are no adverse effects due to
the need for a quarry source and the associated internal (off road truck) haulage,
the need still exists to stockpile the feed, crush and screen it and to stockpile the
products. This is all common to the quarrying industry. So is the need for truck
haulage to the customer. Noise and dust from these sources are as significant as
they would be from a traditional quarry.

-

the source material must be hauled in, classed and contaminants removed before
crushing. This haulage cannot be eliminated and is additional to that required by
traditional quarrying operations. There is some scope for backloading (which
helps to overcome this) but only i f the current sources and customers happen to be
in the same general area. Otherwise there is an effective doubling o f truck
movement. Disposal o f waste also requires additional haulage. This material
would normally go to tip anyway, but more haulage is required to take it via the
recycling plant. The combination o f these suggests that there are significant
benefits in doing as much as possible o f the classing and decontamination at the
source.

-

on the positive side, a recycling plant can be located to minimise the overall
environmental effects. It also has the potential to move in accordance with long
term trends in source and customer locations. Traditional quarries and industry
waste recyclers are tied to the location o f their sources. This may be very
significant in assessing the environmental impact o f large, "one off'
redevelopment projects.

In no way do these points suggest that recycling is not viable. However, they do mean
that the issues are less simple than is often suggested. The future development of
tools such as embodied resource analysis will provide more positive techniques for
evaluation o f the benefits o f the use o f recycled materials.

5.

T H E FUTURE.

Recycling o f building materials has great potential to give both environmental and economic
benefits. To deliver these, the following major issues will have to be addressed:
-

recycling cannot continue to be a cottage industry. It seeks acceptance as a
supplier o f quality materials, and to be legitimised as such by specifications.
While specifications can, and have been modified, acceptance as a supplier cannot
be achieved on the basis o f small scale and intermittent supply. Efficient and
larger scale supply will demand larger scale facilities.

-

there may be a case for trying to develop other types o f products or in processing
waste sandstone (for instance) from excavation. These would assist in making the
industry more viable and reducing the quantities going to tip.
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-

-

acceptance into the mainstream o f materials suppliers will require the
wholehearted adoption o f quality assurance in the recycling industry. The
variability o f the sources and the potential for contamination demands this. The
traditional quarrying industry is in the same position.
further changes (if any) to specifications will depend on demonstrating
performance. This has been done in the past and the RTA has been prepared to
respond. However, any changes must be based on good evidence, not assertion.
in the longer term, mobile recycling plants have got great potential in rural NSW,
as concrete pavements reach the end o f their lives. Recycling may well be a
viable alternative to overlaying for many o f these, especially where changes in
level cannot be tolerated.

O f these, the greatest challenges may be the need to increase in scale, and the shift to quality
assurance. However, both are necessities i f the industry is to prosper.
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SYNOPSIS
A unique, and totally Victorian, design concept f o r a Highway Barrier Gate
has been patented and licensed f o r manufacture worldwide. Sophisticated nonlinear computer modelling and analysis o f the Barrier Gate structure when
impacted by a vehicle allowed improvements to be incorporated in subsequent
units manufactured in Australia. The American version o f the Barrier Gate
has been tested and certified as a crashworthy barrier f o r use on American
highways, under standard NCHRP 350.
R i s k assessment o f the potential f o r accidents along a particular section of
divided highway by a client determines whether a Barrier Gate is required.
The cost benefit analysis o f siting a Barrier Gate is difficult to assess since in
the ideal situation, the Barrier Gate is never used. However, the cost in lives
saved is immeasurable.
The p a p e r describes the need f o r using Barrier Gate within median barrier
structures, the design, testing and development o f the Barrier Gates installed
in Australia and America.

BACKGROUND
Around the world for many years, opposing high speed traffic flows on freeways and multi
lane highways have been separated by fixed longitudinal solid concrete barriers and Amrco
Railing systems. These safety systems have primarily been designed and installed to redirect
errant vehicles from roadside hazards.
M a n y o f these limited access highways have long lengths o f barriers without any means of
getting from one side to the other. Emergency and maintenance vehicles require access
across the median barriers to reduce response times to accident sites. Access is often
provided b y costly on/off ramps and bridges o r by open gaps in the median barriers.
However, providing frequent access (open) areas in concrete barriers creates potential safety
hamrds for motorist with possible fatal impacts into the exposed ends o f the barrier openings.

O n e solution is to reduce the number o f openings, which then restricts access for emergency
and maintenance personnel.
Therefore a need exists for a device that provides a
barrier
crashworthy
when closed but can be opened to provide access to the adjacent opposite
traffic lane.
Technology Transfer Workshop
Sydney
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T H E N E E D S OVERVIEW
Following a major accident on the South Eastern Arterial Road in Melbourne, which blocked
all out bound lanes, Vicroads Plant Department was urgently tasked to provide a solution
which would enable access for emergency vehicles. The accident occurred in an area where
emergency vehicles could not access the scene through lack o f emergency lanes and cross
median access. Analysis o f other major highways divided by similar median bathers
indicated a potential for similar blockages.
Concern for the safety o f all road users and the requirement for emergency vehicles to have
easy access to accidents scenes were important considerations during the concept development
stage o f the sliding removable b a t h e r (Bather Gate). In addition, allowing blocked traffic
to b e redirected, under supervision to the opposing lanes through some form o f gate, away
from an emergency scene o r traffic blockage, would reduce the inconvenience to the
travelling public and the build up o f exhaust emissions from idling motor vehicles.
D E S I G N RESPONSE
Vicroads Plant Department sought information about existing ways o f allowing emergency
vehicles access to accident sites and diverting traffic from blocked sections o f roads, but
found there were few options available
worldwide. This led the Department to
commence work on a design o f its own.
General design principles and mechanical
engineering applications were applied to the
initial concept to develop a device strong
enough to act as a crashworthy highway
b a t h e r to safely redirect a errant vehicle
from a roadside o r median hamrd, but still
be light enough to b e opened by one person.
A primary requirement was for the Barrier
Gate to have a profile the same as the
concrete median b a t h e r it would replace or
be installed as part o f a new median barrier.

Figure 1: Electronically operated Barrier Gate,
Western Ring Rd n

J

Tunnel.

A vehicle impacting into the Bather Gate when closed needed to b e deflected along the
b a t h e r and not crash through into the opposing traffic stream, nor rebound across the lanes
travelling in the same direction.
I N I T I A L D E S I G N TEST
The prototype Bather Gate design was modelled by VIPAC Engineers & Scientists, using
computer simulation and non linear finite element modelling on a Cray YMP supercomputer,
providing a far more detailed analysis than could have been possible using hand calculations.
The sophisticated computer application, Abaqus, was used to carry out the calculations to
test the impact by a vehicle weighing 2000 kg travelling at 100 kph with an approach angle
o f 2 5 ° . Impact points considered were the centre o f the removable Barrier Gate and at the
mid-point o f one sliding shell.
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T h e computer simulated tests resulted in design modifications to strengthen the Barrier Gate
to reduce the maximum deflection o f the Barrier gate into the opposing traffic stream to
88mm, for a 25° at 100 kph.
SIMULATION ANALYSIS
Output from the computer simulation analysis is presented in Appendix A. The diagrams
show the area o f greatest stress starting at the point o f impact and travelling along the Barrier
gate until it reaches the gap between the two sections. The software used is an iterative
solution to evaluate the process at small intervals. As deformation occurred, the geometry
changed, thus requiring a rebuilding o f the stiffness matrix.
T h e analysis utilised non linear element methods for two reasons:
T h e barrier deformed plastically under impact, and
1.
2.
T h e gap between the two sections meant that stiffness varied as a function of
deformation.
T h e vehicle colliding with Bather Gate was treated as a dynamic impact with the energy and
the vehicle being subsequently redirected along the Bather gate.
T h e modifications to the original design were recommended and adopted. These included
the inclusion o f a return lip on the lower edge o f the B a t h e r Gate sliding shells to add
strength and restrict the deflection o f the sliding shells.
Vicroads Plant Department has not conducted actual impact tests under simulated crash
conditions using a variety o f standard vehicles. However, the first removable Bather gate
installed on the South Eastern freeway has been impacted by several vehicles since
installation and to date has shown no signs o f structural damage o r sideways movement.
The analysis w o r k was technically audited by VrPAC utilising its in-house review procedures
developed to meet Q A requirements o f its defence contracting work. These standards
ensured that all work was o f the highest quality.
CONSTRUCTION
T h e initial Barrier Gate installed on the
South Eastern Freeway comprises two
sliding shells which slide along the existing
Tric Block sections. This unit is also fitted
with drive motors in the sliding shells to
open and close the shells. The movement of
the Trnic Block sections after vehicle impact
created alignment problems for the sliding
shells.

Figure 2 Tric Block Barrier Gate South Eastern
Freeway Melbourne

T h e manufacture o f the Bather Gates
requires precise machining with little tolerance allowable on the outer shell especially where the two halves join. The high strength bisalloy steel used also requires high competency in
machining and rolling techniques.
Technology Transfer Workshop
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With information gathered from this first installation, the final production design was
modified to incorporate a modular structure that can be manufactured and accurately aligned
before installation and simply slotted into new o r existing concrete median barriers.
T h e Barrier Gate now comprises two sliding shells and two fixed shells which are mounted
onto a steel base frame and joined at the centre to form a continuous longitudinal barrier.
The overall length o f the assembled shell and gate is 18.66 metres. T h e base frame is
manufactured in two sections which are bolted together on site to ensure correct alignment
for the sliding shells and alignment with the fixed median barrier. The movement o f the
sliding shells is directed by a track assembly which forms part o f the base frame

F i g u r e 3 : Track system and supporting wheel

mechanism

Figure 4: Track system

and

Latching

mechanism

INSTALLATION
The Barrier Gate is assembled into two halves comprising one fixed and one sliding shell and
matching base frame. The two sub assemblies are set into a prepared slot (slightly longer
than the overall length o f the barrier) to prevent the barrier moving sideways in the event of
a vehicle impact. The base frames are then bolted together to ensure correct alignment.
After positioning and alignment check, concrete is poured into the road slot to permanently
fix the base frame in position. This provides lateral restraint for the barrier in the event of
vehicle impact. The fixed shells are also filled concrete to provide additional strength and
stability. The maximum dimension o f the Gate opening in the 'OPEN' position is 6.0metres
which is considered to be adequate to allow large prime mover semi-trailer combination units
to safely pass through the barrier.
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Manually operated Barrier Gate
Figure 5 :
Ballarat Freeway, closed position.

Figure 6: Manually operated Barrier Gate, Ballarai
Freeway, open position.

OPERATION
It is possible to open and close the sliding shells mechanically or electrically, depending upon
site conditions and traffic engineering requirements. The track assembly ensures smooth
operation and proper alignment during opening and closing.

1.

Manual Operation o f the sliding shell is
carried out by mounting a portable hand winch
onto a fixed shell and attaching the winch
cable hook to a lug on the sliding shell.
T h e winch is permanently mounted to the
fixed shell and is stored inside the fixed shell
when not required.
The hand lever and
padlock for the storage unit is retained by the
local roadside maintenance crew.
Figure 7: Hand winch fitted.

2.

Electrical Operation o f the Barrier Gate is carried out by using low voltage power
supply o r by solar power. This mode o f operation can be made to suit site conditions
and traffic volumes. The South Eastern Freeway site control unit has a stand by
battery supply in case o f power failures. The Western Ring site is currently
controlled through the local control unit on the side o f the freeway and has facilitie
for future operation from the Emergency Control Centre operated by Vicroads in
Kew.

PATENTS, LICENSING ANT) MARKETING
Shortly after the initial Barrier gate design was completed an application was made to the
Australian patents office, followed by world wide applications. Currently Vicroads holds
patents for the Barrier Gate in United States of America, Australia, New Zealand and Europe
with patents pending in Finland, Norway, Canada, Japan, Korea and Russia.
Technology Transfer Workshop
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During the early stages o f the patent applications negotiations were commenced with Energy
Absorption Systems Inc (EAS) o f Chicago, Illinios. USA, who supply a range o f End crash
cushions throughout Australia. Site inspections and the analysis by VIPAC highlighted the
innovative nature o f the Barrier gate design. Energy Absorption Systems, Inc signed a
worldwide manufacturing and marketing licence agreement to adopt the Victorian concept
as the basis for an American version. Market research indicated that there was a potential
o f 200 sites worldwide with 150 sites in America which met the selection criteria for
installing a Barrier Gate.
N C H R P 350 TESTING
Under the licence agreement Energy Absorption was required to the develop the Barrier Gate
for N C H R P 350 accreditation. The American version o f the Barrier Gate has been tested
under simulated crash conditions using a variety o f standard vehicles. Vehicles ranging from
medium sedans to large pick-ups were towed at high speed and released to impact the Bather
Gate. A variety o f impact angles and impact positions on the barrier Gate were utilised in
the tests.
T h e results showed that the American Bather Gate is capable o f preventing, vaulting and
under riding o f impacting vehicles under normal TL-3LON impact conditions o f 820 to 2000
kg vehicles at speeds o f 100 kph and angles o f 25° when properly installed to the
manufacturers recommendations. Appendix B shows aerial photographic sequences o f a
crash test and the acceleration graphs o f the crash resulting from actual impact tests carried
out on the EAS built Bather Gates.
The EAS version o f the Bather Gate has been granted certification to National Co-operative
Highway Research Programme 350 standard in the United States. NCHRP 350 is a world
recognised standard for highway facilities and installations.
The maximum deflection o f the EAS Barrier Gate during the accreditation tests was 1.02
metre for an impact angle o f 25° at a speed o f 100 kph. Hence it can b e assumed that the
Australian Bather Gate version based on computer simulation and designed for smaller
deflections would also meet NCHRP 350 requirements for accreditation.
CONCLUSION
The uniqueness o f the design solution developed by Vicroads Plant Department and validated
by VIPAC Engineers & Scientists has been borne out by the granting o f patents throughout
the world and the successful licencing by Energy Absorption to manufacture and market the
Barrier Gate throughout the world.
The value o f the Barrier Gate cannot be easily measured in financial return on investment.
However the benefit to the travelling public can be summed up as providing vital access to
emergency crews while maintaining the strength and safety o f a solid median barrier.
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HIGHWAY MEDIAN BARRIER GATES Design, Testing, Analysis
and Construction
Appendix A: Computer Analysis Output
As a vehicle impacts the Barrier Gate at the midpoint of gate section, it slides
down the
a
length of the barrier causing the velocity component perpendicular the barrier
to
diminish.
to
The region o f highest stress progresses from the impact point to the
centre o f the barrier.
The final diagram shows the levels of stress in the region o f the 'gap' between the
two halves
o f the Barrier Gate. The stress levels increase each half o f the shell makes
as
contact.
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Appendix B Simulated Crash Test Results
Appendix B-2: 10ms Average Vehicle Accelerations
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Appendix B Simulated Crash Test Results
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Road Technology Advances

by
Steve Williamson
Field Support Engineer
RTA NSW - ROAD TECHNOLOGY BRANCH

,

INTRODUCTION
The RTA Road Technology Branch has 11 Sections operating in the following technology
areas:
• Road and intersection geometry
• Stormwater management
• Subsurface drainage
• Engineering survey
• Mechanical engineering
• Photogrammetry
• Civil architecture
• Ecological landscape and biodiversity conservation
• Road locations
• Safety barriers
• Road furnishings
• Road maintenance and construction
By operating in these technologies the Branch interfaces with other areas o f the RTA and
with many external stakeholders. The Branch aims to add value to the RTA by developing,
promulgating and monitoring technical policies in these technologies. The Branch is also
available to provide services to customers in these areas.
The Branch is pursuing for the RTA the efficiencies that are available from new technologies,
as well as the opportunities that are available to become more effective in terms o f meeting a
wider range o f community expectations.
Technical policies are developed as a joint exercise with people from field offices as well as
with people from academia and industry. In this way, innovations from the field are
combined with technology developments monitored by the Branch to produce policies using
up to date technologies, to meet the needs o f field people as well as the corporate needs o f the
RTA.

SOME CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
Stormwater quality
Cleaner waterways are a priority in the community.
Guidelines are up to draft stage. Some features are:

Stormwater Quality Treatment

• Placing road related water pollution in a total water quality picture, and achieving good
practice in minimising environmental effects. The Guidelines deal with stormwater
treatment and water quality, hydrological engineering, ecology (bio-diversity), wetland
design and maintenance, trashrack, boom and other physical control system design, and
environmentally sensitive design preparation.
• Guidance on the design and maintenance o f devices for the control o f pollutants in
stormwater runoff from in-use roadways. Determination o f the most appropriate
facility depends upon soil type, catchment size, receiving water classification, the
hydrology o f the area, potential for reuse o f the resource, land area available, and cost.
Technology Transfer Workshop
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The Branch has initiated a Regional Stormwater Design and Incident Management Team,
which aims to bring a consistent approach to incident management statewide, with a strategy
developed for each catchment as required by EPA. This operates under the umbrella o f a
Stormwater Management Steering Committee which is developing stormwater design and
operational practices to meet EPA requirements.
Global Positioning System (GPS) surveying
The Branch is investigating new equipment and techniques for Engineering Survey. These
include the application o f GPS, where accuracy o f the order o f ± 10 m m for position and ± 30
m m for elevation is available. A typical use o f this technology is in coordinating and
heighting marks placed on a route by local surveyors.
Safety Barriers
Road Technology Branch is providing a substantial input into the Australian/New Zealand
Standard for safety barriers, which is expected to be released at the end o f 1995. The
Standard will be consistent with the approach taken in the draft Section 6 o f the RTA Road
Design Guide (Safety Barriers for Roads and Bridges, October 1993) produced by the
Branch. At this stage, the Standards committee is planning to classify barriers on crash test
performance as well criteria such as dynamic deflection clearance. The RTA will be able to
use this Standard in contract documents to specify safety barriers.
An interim specification for safety barriers is now being developed, and it will enable the
specifying and construction o f a range o f barrier systems which have passed appropriate crash
testing. It is expected to be available in January 1995.
Location
A Road Location Manual is being developed that:
•

Defines the process

•

Breaks it down into elements

•

Promotes the concept that project managers have choices in the process

The first thing that project managers should do is to select the process that they are going to
pursue - they have a multitude o f choices - outputs vary in elapsed time, success with
community, effect on cost o f community involvement, and risk o f the process. Once a
Project Manager has chosen the process, the manual will identify techniques and checklists
that should be followed.
An advantage o f the new Branch structure is that technologies and training which were
previously separated are now drawn together, allowing a more considered approach to the
location and detailed design process, facilitating the capture o f community concerns such as
aesthetics and development that is ecologically sustainable.
Photogrammetry
The Branch is advancing the process for the RTA o f acquiring and measuring from
information sourced remotely. The Branch is bringing into the RTA the use o f new film,
camera and satellite technologies which will allow the acquisition o f data more economically.
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These technologies will apply not only to measurement data, but also to techniques which
will allow other data to be acquired. Possible uses include acquisition o f geological data, and
very high definition aerial photography for road asset data collection.
The next generation o f photogrammetric equipment uses software running on a UNIX based
workstation, where scanned aerial photography and the French SPOT satellite remote sensing
data may be used to produce digital elevation models and digital orthophotomaps.
Subsurface Drainage
Subsurface drains are a relatively small expenditure in road construction and maintenance,
but they have the potential to dramatically influence the maintenance cost o f a road during its
life. A section o f the Road Design Guide is being developed, together with standard
drawings and a new specification.
The production o f standard drawings is bringing together innovations produced by RTA field
people - this part o f the project aims to consolidate the large number o f drawings currently in
use by RTA field offices into one set.
This project is looking at issues including selection (does a piece o f road need subsurface
drains and i f so what type), design (capacity, type o f drain, selection o f materials),
construction, and maintenance ( eg do drains fitted with slotted pipes need flushing, and i f so
how frequently). I expect that aggregates and geotextiles will become more common in
subsurface drainage in the future, and means o f specifying these economically are being
developed.
Mechanical Engineering
Current projects are:
• Collapsible sign support structures, a project being carried out in association with the
University o f Sydney. This project aims to develop techniques which will allow
modelling o f sign support structures that will collapse in a pre-determined way when
impacted by vehicles and loaded by wind. The aim is to extend this to other
structures, for example traffic light structures.
• Sources, nature and quantity o f pollutants from vehicles. This project is looking at
fuel options, as well as other sources o f pollutants such as brake linings, tyres and
lubricants.
• Drive train issues for trucks going through floodwaters - what depth o f water can a
truck be driven through without increasing its operating expenses unexpectedly.
Road Design
The RTA Road Design Guide produced by the Branch sets out to integrate RTA practice with
other practice Australia wide. It addresses the issue o f remaining abreast o f current vehicle
technologies and efficiencies, for example longer and heavier trucks and buses. It is being
produced to fit into the current road industry environment where Quality Assurance is
common.
In the rural area, the Guide complements the AUSTROADS Rural Road Design Guide.
The Branch is improving the road design process in terms o f getting a better output,
incorporating more issues with the expenditure o f small increases in effort.
Attached is a list o f Road Design Guide chapters, showing the current status o f each.
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Library
The information needs o f the RTA are being addressed, including how can the library supply
the information in 5 years time. Issues include a strategy to ensure remote access to library
services, how can it be ensured that specifications and drawings held in the library are the
current ones, and remote user access to information such as catalogues and CD ROMs.
New products
New products being monitored and incorporated into RTA practice include safety barriers,
pipes (subsurface and stormwater), geotextiles, new computer platforms, digital
photogrammetry analysis kit, and modification o f the Accelerated Loading Facility (used for
pavement testing) to permit testing using a super single wheel.
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Report on Overseas Visit
San Antonio, Texas
United States of America
for
Third International Conference
On Managing Pavements

by
Malcolm Frost,
Road Asset Manager
Sydney Region
Grant Sheldon
Manager, Asset Strategy
Corporate Development Directorate

1.0

INTRODUCTION
On 3 May 1994 the Minister for Roads, on the recommendation o f the Chief
Executive o f the Roads and Traffic Authority, approved the attendance at the Third
International Conference on Managing Pavements in San Antonio, Texas, by Mr
Malcolm Frost (Road Asset Manager, Sydney Region) and Mr Grant Sheldon
(Manager, Asset Strategy, Corporate Development Directorate).
The approved purpose o f the visit to the conference was:1.

To allow Sydney Region to explore the international market for asset
management systems to supplement current systems and satisfy that region's
requirements,

2.

to establish links with other road agencies operating major maintenance
contracts, and

3.

to allow M r Frost to present a paper at the conference, on the subject of
Sydney Region's maintenance contract pilot project.

The visit was co-ordinated with a visit to British Columbia, Canada, to study road
maintenance contracting techniques pioneered by that Authority. That visit is the
subject o f a separate report.

2.0

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The following sections o f this report address the three objectives o f the visit, as
presented in the above introduction.

2.1

Asset Management Systems
One purpose o f the visit was to "explore the international market for asset
management systems...". The focus o f the conference was on Pavement Management
Systems (PMS), hence there was little information on the status o f other asset
management systems available.
An assessment o f the status o f innovations and developments in PMS and
commercially available packages is presented in the following sections.
The
following approaches were used.
(1)
(2)
(3)

attendance and participation in sessions and workshops, and a review of
information available from the papers presented,
informal discussions with key PMS practitioners, and
assessment o f systems exhibited at the conference.
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The assessment is followed by a statement o f ideal urban PMS objectives extracted
from the information available at the conference and discussion on issues which
should be considered in the selection o f a Pavement Management System.
2.1.1

Sessions, Workshops and Review o f Papers

The following key findings have been extracted from all the information available
from the conference sessions attended. Interpretation or commentary on the facts
presented is shown in italics.
(i)

Institutional barriers to successful PMS implementation are common,
including:
*
*
*
*
*

(ii)

not matched to changing operational needs
attempts at uniform "agency wide" approach
capabilities and outcomes are oversold
lack o f trust in results ("black-box")
lack o f attention to institutional problems until too late

Future development o f PMS capability is dependent on:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

clear definitions of performance
robust predictive and cost models (mechanistic)
reliable user cost models
improved accuracy and repeatability o f data through high speed,
automated, collection
honest and realistic marketing
standardisation o f core data specifications
sound traffic data
consistency between network and project level systems

(iii)

The most advanced agencies rely on automated data collection techniques.
Manual techniques are generally used as a last resort. There is no sound
reason why automated techniques should "do the same thing" as manual
systems. Standardisation o f data specification, not means o f acquisition, is
important.

(iv)

State o f the art PMS systems all include the following minimum data sets in
the analysis:
*
*
*
*
*
*

pavement type
traffic data (count, class, and weights)
roughness
deflection (or a derivative)
rutting
surface defects

Cracking and skid resistance data is also commonly used.
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Some advanced systems consider all o f the above data in a single analysis,
avoiding the need to break networks into sub-networks based on pavement or
traffic differences. This allows optimisation across the whole network.
(v)

Agencies are abandoning plans for centralised databases, preferring data set
management at the business unit level.

(vi)

System objectives and specifications should be defined at the business unit
level o f organisations and development/purchase based on those individual
requirements.
Attempts at standardisation across large agencies stifle
innovation and system effectiveness.
System development is therefore
generally modular, allowing module selection and integration to suit need.

(vii)

In most agencies the ongoing development o f PMS is concentrating on the
development o f new functionality, including concepts, predictive models and
advanced optimisation techniques.

(viii)

The most widely applied PMS systems reported at the conference use all, or
part, o f either the World Bank HDM-III system or the Arizona NOS system.
However, conceptual development o f several new generation systems is
proceeding in many places. (However, the make up o f conference committee
may have influenced the balance o f views presented)

(ix)

Development o f software packages, is being undertaken by private enterprise,
universities and some road agencies. (However, the make up o f conference
committee may have influenced the balance o f views presented)

(x)

There is a major international development for the next generation o f HDM-III
being progressed (described in Synopsis). This will include "developed
country" algorithms.

(xi)

There is a tendency toward analysis and decision making based on the total of
agency and user costs, however, the need for further development o f robust
user cost models is recognised. User cost models do not need to be absolute,
provided practitioners recognise their deficiencies and intended use.

(xii)

The Laser RST is widely used in many countries and appears to be the most
common automated data collection device. (A demonstration o f the vehicle's
automated crack detection system at the exhibit was impressive.)

(xiii)

There are major differences between analysis and system needs in urban and
rural areas. Most agencies accept major differences between approaches
across these network environments.
2.1.2

Discussions

As most o f the available views were presented by way o f papers and workshop
sessions, there was some scope for further discussions with delegates after sessions.
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2.1.3

Exhibits

Exhibits at the conference included private sector PMS developers and agents, data
acquisition systems and general information exhibits.
Data acquisition included traffic data, pulse radar pavement data, accelerated loading,
and various laser devices. Most o f the systems are currently available in Australia,
and most are being used in the Sydney Region. An exception is the Aran device,
which has similar functionality to the Laser RST (a leading Australian consultant
abandoned efforts to bring Aran to Australia in 1993 due to the inability o f the
current market to effectively support two competing technologies). O f particular
interest was the new high speed video crack detection and reporting system soon to be
marketed by RST Systems. The demonstration indicated that this technology was
now able to capture cracking and defect data without manual intervention.
Several good PMS systems were exhibited, and demonstrated for the study team.
Each system had elements o f unique functionality not found in other systems. All
systems included the ability to model multiple pavement types and traffic profiles in a
single analysis, and to model impacts o f changes in the network or its use without
further calibration o f models. These features are essential for an urban PMS.
Particularly good PMS systems were exhibited by:Deighton Associates Limited
Infrastructure Management Services (marketed in Australia by RST Systems)
2.1.4

P M S Objectives

As indicated in 2.3.1(vi) above, organisational business units need to develop clear
PMS objectives and requirements.
Using the information gathered, and the desire to operate the Sydney Region on
maintenance outcome performance basis, the specification listed in Appendix B was
derived. All o f the criteria identified are available in existing PMS systems, although
no single PMS necessarily satisfies all criteria.
The specification has been developed to assist in the evaluation o f candidate PMS
systems, in order to satisfy the objective o f the visit.
2.1.5

Issues f o r Consideration

Based on the above findings, and on the need for the Sydney Region to embrace PMS
with appropriate technology, any decision needs to be taken in the light o f a number
o f key issues.
1.
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There are fundamental differences between the PMS requirements in an urban
and rural area. These relate to the greater diversity o f both pavement type and
traffic profile, and the greater potential for major shifts in traffic profile as the
urban area and its road network develop.
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2.

The consideration o f road user costs is fundamental to the evaluation of
maintenance strategies when considering whole o f life cost.

3.

Proprietary PMS systems are available which may be capable o f satisfying all,
or the majority of, the region's requirements.

4.

Sydney Region is well advanced in the collection o f data used in most state of
the art PMS systems. Routine data collection includes deflection, pavement
structure, skid resistance and automated roughness, rutting and texture data.
However, an integrated database for access and analysis o f this data is only in
the conceptual phase, pending access to the Authority's GIS software.
Most proprietary PMS systems have database systems designed to support the
system functionality. Import o f the region's data would be possible, and avoid
database construction.
However, the database platforms may not be
immediately compatible with RTA standards. Given the modularity o f most
systems, longer term transfer to a standard database should be possible.

5.

2.2

Many modern systems provide improved functionality in terms of
optimisation logic, multi-year analysis and provide for user/system interaction
during the analysis.

Establishment o f Contacts
Based on the information available at the conference and on discussions with
delegates from the 26 countries represented, it appears that Sydney is one o f the
leaders in contract maintenance. As such, much contact involved other delegates
seeking information or exchanging experience.
Contact was made with representatives from other leading contracting countries,
including Canada, New Zealand, South America and some US states. From
discussions with the many delegates representing the US, it was evident that there is
little major maintenance contracting occurring in the US.
Prior to the visit a meeting with the World Bank and several senior South American
road agency representatives experienced in, or seeking to introduce/refine contract
maintenance was organised by US consultant Roy Jorgensen Associates. The meeting
allowed those present to discuss experience and share views in an informal
environment and was most rewarding.
As a result o f the attendance at the conference, links have been established with many
involved and interested agencies. It is expected that further contact will be made as
the worldwide contracting drive increases momentum.
2.3

Presentation o f Paper

The paper, titled "Findings o f a Pilot Study o f Road Maintenance Contracting in New
South Wales, Australia", was one o f four papers presented in a session titled "New
Frontiers". The paper was jointly authored by Mr Frost, Dr R Smith (CMPS&F) and
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Mr J Foster (CMPS&F). A similar paper describing the British Columbia experience
was also presented in the session.
A n overview o f the paper and the major findings were presented by D r Smith in a ten
minute session. After the presentation, Mr Frost joined a panel o f international
maintenance contracting practitioners for a question/answer session from the many
delegates attending the session.
The majority o f questions sought further information regarding the Sydney
experience, specifically with respect to the proposed new performance contract. Mr
Frost responded to all questions and gave a brief presentation on the proposed new
contract approach. Feedback was very positive and extremely encouraging.
For the remainder o f the conference Mr Frost was often approached by delegates
interested in further exploring the concept and seeking advice on the approach
adopted and major issues. Again, these approaches were positive.
The paper appears to have had quite an impact on the conference committee and
delegates. In the conference plenary the conference Vice-Chairman D r Bill Patterson
o f the World Bank, made specific reference to the work by RTA-NSW, the only direct
reference made to any agency.
Dr Patterson highlighted the demonstrated
achievements o f maintenance contracts, describing key aspects o f the Sydney pilot
and proposed new contract.

3.0

CONCLUSIONS

The conference provided a valuable opportunity for the Authority to objectively explore the
current international state o f the art in the development o f Pavement Management Systems,
and to establish a network o f road maintenance contracting practitioners. The main
conclusions derived from the visit are summarised below.
Pavement Management Systems
•

Agencies commonly have difficulties in implementing PMS due to institutional barriers
resulting from failure to satisfy business needs, over-marketing, and lack o f management
trust in results.

•

The most advanced agencies rely on automated data acquisition techniques, and use
manual systems as a last resort.

•

State o f the art PMS systems all use pavement type, traffic, roughness, rutting, deflection,
and surface defect data in single network and project level analysis. Cracking and skid
resistance data is also commonly used.

•

There has been significant international development in PMS functionality in agencies,
universities and the private sector in recent years. Several excellent commercially
available PMS systems are available, with improved logic, functionality and applicability.
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•

There is an international tendency towards analysis and decision making based on the
total o f agency and user costs. This allows improved resource allocation decisions across
agencies with diverse programs and network types.

•

There are recognised differences between PMS requirements in urban and rural areas.
Many agencies have recognised these differences and adopt differing practices in each
area. It was recommended that business groups within agencies develop specifications of
PMS requirements as an aid to future development or procurement.

•

A n exciting development in automated crack detection using the Laser RST device was
demonstrated. It is anticipated that this technology will be available in Australia in the
near future.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The conference provided a valuable opportunity for the Authority to objectively explore the
current international state o f the art in the development o f Pavement Management Systems,
and to establish a network o f road maintenance contracting practitioners. The main
conclusions derived from the visit are summarised below.
Pavement Management Systems
•

Agencies commonly have difficulties in implementing PMS due to institutional barriers
resulting from failure to satisfy business needs, over-marketing, and lack o f management
trust in results.

•

The most advanced agencies rely on automated data acquisition techniques, and use
manual systems as a last resort.

•

State o f the art PMS systems all use pavement type, traffic, roughness, rutting, deflection,
and surface defect data in single network and project level analysis. Cracking and skid
resistance data is also commonly used.

•

There has been significant international development in PMS functionality in agencies,
universities and the private sector in recent years. Several excellent commercially
available PMS systems are available, with improved logic, functionality and applicability.

•

There is an international tendency towards analysis and decision making based on the
total o f agency and user costs. This allows improved resource allocation decisions across
agencies with diverse programs and network types.

•

There are recognised differences between PMS requirements in urban and rural areas.
Many agencies have recognised these differences and adopt differing practices in each
area. It was recommended that business groups within agencies develop specifications of
PMS requirements as an aid to future development or procurement.

Contract Maintenance
•

The Sydney Region approach to contracting road maintenance is one o f the world's
leading examples o f this practice. The results o f the contracting initiative exceed any
other reported examples.

•

There is considerable international interest in the Sydney Region approach. Many road
agencies have indicated an intention to adapt the Sydney approach to their contracting
initiatives.

•

There is little doubt that the proposed performance specification approach to road
maintenance contracting will establish a new international benchmark. The project will
be closely monitored by the international community.
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APPENDIX A

R O A D S & T R A F F I C A U T H O R I T Y NSW

RTA

T E C H N O L O G Y T R A N S F E R WORKSHOP
Date:
Time:
Venue:

•
•

Monday & Tuesday, 7 & 8 November 1994
0830 to 1730
Penrith Panthers Function Centre, Mulgoa Road, Penrith
(Phone 047 20 5555
Fax 047 31 2665)

Aims
T o present and discuss new methods and technologies in the wide scope o f road transportation
management being addressed by the RTA.
T o provide an opportunity to discuss regulation, safety, design, construction and supply constraints
a n d requirements.

Monday
7 N o v e m b e r 1994

Time
8.30 - 9.30
9.30 - 9.45
9 . 4 5 - 10.15
10.15- 10.45

Sujit Dattaray
David Sier (CSIRO)

13.00- 14.00
14.00 - 14.45
14.45 - 15.30
15.30 -16.00
16.00- 16.30
16.30- 17.15
17.15- 17.30
18.30

Air Quality Initiatives
AFTERNOON TEA
Traffic Control
SIS Implementation
Close
Dinner

Time
8.30 - 8.45
8.45 - 9.30
9 . 3 0 - 10.15

11.15- 12.00
12.00- 12.40

Topic
REGISTRATION
Sharing the Main Street
Issues Arising from Traffic and Environment
Management
MORNING TEA
N e w Specification and Mix Characteristics for
Asphalt
Asphalt Laying by QA Contract
Cold Asphalt Recycling Trials

12.40- 13.00
13.00- 14.00
14.00 - 14.45

Using Building Wastes in Pavements
LUNCH
Emergency Vehicle Safety Barrier Entries

14.45 - 15.30
15.30 - 16.00
16.00- 17.15

Road Technology Advances
AFTERNOON TEA
Managing Pavements

17.15- 17.30

Close

12.30- 13.00

10.15- 10.45
10.45- 11.15
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Ray Brown
Brad Markham

MORNING TEA
Unlicensed Drivers Survey
National Road Transport Commission
Activities
SAFETYCAM - Infrared System to Detect
Trucks
LUNCH
Congestion Management Project

10.45- 11.15
11.15- 11.45
11.45- 12.30

Tuesday
8 N o v e m b e r 1994

Speaker

Topic
REGISTRATION
Welcome from Director Sydney Region
Contracting Out o f Heavy Vehicle Driver
Testing
Queuing Theory in Motor Registries

Workshop Program

Don Carseldine
Bob Pearson
(NRTC)
Chris Murdoch

Andrew Mehaffey
Jim Giffin
Ross Jones
Laurie Dowling
Brian Morrison

Speaker
Ashok Mehta
Ray Brindle
(ARRB)
Greg Hall
Ross Abraham
Neil Forrest
Chris Rootsey (SAM!)
Ian Stewart
Ken Whittney
(VICROADS)
Steve Williamson
Grant Sheldon
Malcolm Frost
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APPENDIX B

T2 Sydney, 7/8 Nov 9 4
Name:
Ross
Craig
Therese
Ray
Ray
Rene
Stuart
Malcolm
Don
Rod
Geoff
Mark
Sujit
Michael
Laurie
Neil
Chris
Malcolm
Ray
Jim
Harry
Peter
Greg
Jim
Steve
Kim
Ross
Garry
Peter
Brad
Mark
Andrew
Ashok
Brian
Chris
Kamini
Bob
Javier
Warren
Kirpal
Steve
John
Chris
Bruce
Bill
Ed
David
Con
Les
Grant
Phil
David
Sonya
Robin
Ian
James
Greg
Phillip
David
Ross
Phil
Ken
Steve
Terence
S
Geoff

LastName
Organization Name:
Abraham
Mittagong Works Depot
Annetts
Area Business Manager
Bourne
Technology Development Branc
Brindle
Australian Road Research Board
Brown
Director Sydney Region
Burkart
Technology Development Branc
Campbell
Ballina Maintenance Office
Campbell
Hunter Operations Manager, Veh
Carseldine
Driver Licensing Policy Develop
Chapman
Major Projects
Clark
Consultant Services Branch
Daizli
Traffic Technology Branch
Service Planning & Development
Dattaray
Dowd
Traffic Technology Branch
Dowling
L B Dowling & Associates
N e t w o r k and Road Safety
Forrest
Francis
Newcastle Zone
Frost
Road Asset Management
Gaughan
Pavements Branch
Giffin
Traffic Technology
Gopalani
Road Technology
Gore
T a m w o r t h Zone
Hall
Pavements Branch
Henman
Fleet Services
Humphries
Fleet Services
Hyem
Road Technology Branch
Jones
Environment and Community Im
Keats
Technical Systems Branch
Letts
Major Projects
Markham
Driver Training and Testing
McIver
Vehicle Regulation Blacktown
Mehaf fey
Traffic Technology
Mehta
Road Environment Safety
Morrison
ITSB
Murdoch
R & L Business Systems
Parashar
Community Relations
Pearson
NRTC
Pena
Technology Development Branc
Perkes
M o t o r Traffic Services
Pooni
Fleet Services
Proctor
N & RS
Ronczka
Technology Development Branc
Rootsey
SAMI Road Services
Rottenbury
Fleet Services
Sainsbery
Consultant Services Branch
Sancbergs
Private Ventures
Seeto
Community Relations
Shakas
Project Management Group
Shaw
Vehicle Regulation Supervisor
Sheldon
Corporate Asset Strategy
Shepherd
Consultant Services
Sier
CSIRO
Simons
Technical Systems Branch
Stanley
Price Waterhouse
Stewart
Scientific Services
Tolerton
Bridge Services
Upton
Asset Management
Vander Reest Technical Systems Branch
Wainwright
Road Technology Branch
Walsh
Sydney Traffic Control Centre
Walter
Pavements Branch
VICROADS
Whittney
Road Technology Branch
Williamson
Sydney Traffic Control Centre
Winning
Yin
Pavements Branch
_Technology Development Branc
Youdale
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4/11/94

Region:
Southern Region
Western Region
Corporate Secretaria
Sydney Region
Corporate Secretaria
Northern Region
Northern Region
D&VR
Southern Region
Sydney Region
R&TTS
D&VR
R&TTS
Sydney Region
Northern Region
Sydney Region
R&TTS
R&TTS
R&TTS
Northern Region
R&TTS
R&TTS
R&TTS
R&TTS
Corporate Secretaria
R&TTS
Sydney Region
D&VR
Sydney Region
R&TTS
Road Safety
Corporate
D&VR
Sydney Region
Corporate Secretaria
Sydney Region
R&TTS
Sydney Region
Corporate Secretaria
R&TTS
Sydney Region
Sydney Region
Sydney Region
Sydney Region
Northern Region
Corporate
Sydney Region
R&TTS
R&TTS
Sydney Region
Sydney Region
R&TTS
R&TTS
R&TTS
R&TTS
R&TTS
Sydney Region
R&TTS
Corporate Secretaria

Workshop Attendees
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